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(7th iiprily 1942 - 5. 30 p.m.) 


THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY said that 


there was reason to suspect that two German tankers 


would shortly "break out of Vigo, He asked authority 


to send a signal to the Commanders ordering them to 


attack these ships, even in territorial waters if that 


should prove necessary, provided that no action was 


taken against these ships in Spanish ports, and that 


damage to Spanish life and property was avoided. 


The War Cabinet 


Authorised the First Lord of the 
Admiralty to issue instructions on 

the BO 2 ^ 3 8 ? 


Great George Street, SCW.,1* 
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(8th April, 1942, 12 Noon). . 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on the 


(Previous proposed Anglo-Soviet Treaty (W0P.(42) 144) 0 


Reference: 

W.M.(42)37th The following were the main points in discussion:-

Conclusions) 


(1) THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that.one very 
important point was whether Mo Stalin would 
agree that any person wishing to emigrate 
from territories which the Soviet 
Government proposed to re-occupy under the 
terms of the Treaty, should be given an 
opportunity to do so. It would ease 
matters greatly with the President if 
Mo Stalin would accept this condition. He 
thought that the best chance lay in 
expressing this condition as one of general 
application to all territories which had 
changed or might change hands since the 
last general Peace settlement (Versailles 
Treaty)o On merits there was much to be 
said for this proposition. 

The War Cabinet concurred in this 

suggestion, and authorised the Foreign 

Secretary to adopt it 0 


(S)	 A question arose on Article 3 of the 
draft Treaty (Annex II to W.P.(42) 144)* , 
Should we attempt to make reciprocal 
between the U,S,,S.R. and ourselves the 
undertaking given as to the restoration of 
frontiers violated by aggression? The 
difficulty about doing this was that those 
parts of our Empire which had been overrun, 
had been overrun by Japan, with whom Russia 
was not at war0 

The War Cabinet took the view that we 

should not seek to make reciprocal the 

provision in regard to restoration of 

frontiers., 


(3) Should we ask M. Molotov to come over and 

sign the Treaty provided the negotiations 

went satisfactorily? M. Molotov might well 

not be able to accept such an invitation, 

but on the whole, it was thought right to 

extend one to him. If he was going to the 

United States.,, it would be natural for him to 

spend a few days here en routeo 


The War Cabinet:-

Approved the line of action proposed 

in the Memorandum, and authorised the. 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


. -, - to proceed accordingly* 

Great George Street, S.W.lo 
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Confidential Annex. 


(9th April,, 1942. - 12 Noon) 


The War Cabinet had before them the following 

telegrams 


956S.f	 957S0 and 958S, from the Viceroy to 

the Secretary of State for India. 


The second of these telegrams set out a 

revised formula in regard to defence, which, after 

discussion between the Viceroy, the Lord Privy Seal 

and the Commander-in-Chief, had been taken by Colonel 

Johnson^ as his own suggestion, to Pandit Nehru. The 

third telegram contained, a further revised formula, 

which had also been sent to Congress, but before the 

Viceroy or the Commander-in-Ghief had had an opportunity 

of seeing ito 


The following points were made in regard to 

these formulae 


(i)	 Both formulae gave a changed emphasis to the 

division of duties between the Commander-in-

Chief and the proposed new Defence Minister, 

since both took the form of assigning to the 

Defence Minister all defence functions other 

than those specifically assigned to the War 

Department to be set up under the Commander
in-Ghief. 


(ii)	 It was explained that the General Headquarters, 

Naval Headquarters and Air Headquarters in 

India (which were within the sphere of the proposed 

War Department)included all the work which 

was done by the Military Branches of the three 

Service Departments in this country, but 

excluded the Secretariat and Finance Department. 


(iii)	 It thus seemed that,so far as concerned the 

actual functions to be assigned to the War 

Department under the Commander-in-chief, i 

there was no very substantial 

difference -between the fcu formulae,1 


but there were a number of doubtful points. 


(iv)	 For example, it was not clear whether, under the 
latest txgcazkz.,. the' Cc8anander-in**0hiex would have 
authority to ^i'?o final sanction to proposals 
within the,general financial provision made for 
the Bcsrcices, o.v whether tee JD$£ence Minister- ^ 
would have power .*.o veto, any proposal on, 
financtlal gro^d&o 

(v) Exception was also taken to the phrase in 

(a) of telegram 958S, that tne Commander-in-

Chief would be in control of the war activities 

of the armed forces in India, and would be a 


,	 member of the Executive. Council for that 

,	 ... purpose0 It was important to make clear that, 


like other members, he remained a member of 

the Council for all purposes. 


http://may.be




Objection was- seen^ to the suggestion 

in paragraph (d).of thistelegrara. that, in 

the event of any new functions falling to 

he discharged in relation to defence, or any 

dispute as to allocation of old functions, the 

decision should rest with His Majesty's 

Government,, " 


(vii) 	 The language used in regard to the division 

of functions between the War Department and 

the Defence Department was felt to be aomewliat 

derogatory to the ConBnander-in-Ohief and open 

to misconstruction. It was undesirable to agree 

to a formula which, when published,. would lead 

to questions to elucidate the real, position. 

Would it not be more satisfactory to say 


that the present -Uefence Department was to be 

divided between a War Department and a 

Defence Department, and to state what functions 

were to be assigned to each. 


(viii) 	 No decision could, bo reached in 

regard to these questions of defence until 

the Commander-in-Chief's views were known* 

But the War Cabinet should,in the meantime, 

despatch a telegram in order to clear up the 

above points. 


On the more general issues, the intervention of 

Colonel Johnson, the President's personal representative, 

was regarded as unfortunate. 


THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet the 

text of two Personal telegrams which he had sent to the 

Lord Privy Seal (T. 550/3 and 551/3)* In these telegrams 

he had explained that Colonel Johnson was not the 

President's personal representative in any matter relating 

to Indian Constitutional issues,but had been sent out to 

deal with questions relating t o military matters and 

supplies. He had also asked that the Lord Privy Seal 

should not commit us in any way to the latest formula 

until the War Cabinet had studied the matter and had 

communicated with him. 


Generally, it was felt that we were in danger 

of being drawn away from the clear position which had 

been explicitly stated in the terms of the Declaration. 

It was not easy to envisage as a whole the stages by which 

the present position had been reached, and the War 

Cabinet felt that it would be desirable to call a halt and 

to obtain a clear statement of the developments proposed 

under heading (e) of the Declaration, which dealt 

with steps to be taken to ensure the immediate and 

effective participation of the leaders of the principal 

sections of the Indian people in the counsels of their 

country,. 
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Objection was- seen, to the suggestion 

in paragraph (d).of this telegram that, in 

the event of any new functions falling to 

he discharged in relation to defence, or any 

dispute as to allocation of old functions, the 

decision should rest with His Majesty's 

Government,, 


(vii) 	 The language used in regard to the division 

of functions between the War Department and 

the Defence Department was felt to be somewhat 

derogatory to the conBnander-in-Chief and open 

to misconstruction- It was undesirable to agree 

to a formula which, when published,. would lead 

to questions to elucidate the real position.. 

Would it not be more satisfactory to say 


that the present defence Department was to be 

divided between a War Department and a 

Defence Department, and .to state what functions 

were to be assigned to each. 


(viii) 	 No decision could, bo reached in 

regard to these questions of defence until 

the Gommander-in-Chief's views were known. 

But the War Cabinet should, in the meantime, 

despatch a telegram in order to clear up the 

above points. 


On the more general issues, the intervention of 

Colonel Johnson, the President's personal representative, 

was regarded as unfortunate. 


THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet the 

text of two Personal telegrams which he had sent to the 

Lord Privy Seal (T. 550/3 and 551/2). In these telegrams 

he had explained that Colonel Johnson was not the 

President's personal representative in any matter relating 

to Indian Constitutional issues,but had been sent out to 

deal with questions relating t o military matters and 

supplies. He had also asked that the Lord Privy Seal 

should not commit us in any way to the latest formula 

until the War Cabinet had studied the matter and had 

communicated with him. 


Generally, it was felt that we were in danger 

of being drawn away from the clear position which had 

been explicitly stated in the terms of the Declaration. 

It was not easy to envisage as a whole the stages by which 

the present position had been reached, and the War 

Cabinet felt that it would be desirable to call a halt and 

to obtain a clear statement of the developments proposed 

under heading (e) of the Declaration, which dealt 

with steps to be taken to ensure une immediate and 

effective participation of the leaders of the principal 

sections of the Indian people in the counsels of their 

country. 
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In particular, certain phrases had been 

used - as, for example, in the letter from the Lord 

Privy Seal to Azad (telegram 930S.) - which seemed to 

contemplate handing over a number of important 

portfolios in the Viceroy*s Council to representative 

Indians. If it was contemplated that all the members 

of the Viceroy's Council would be Indians,, this would 

put the Viceroy into ah impossible position. In theory 

he would have the power to override his Council! hut 

what.would his position be if all the members of the -

Council wore opposed to him? Furthermore, how could 

he carry on the Government unless there were some member 

or members who could act as his spokesman in the 

Legislature? The proposal that a representative Indian 

should be put in charge of the Home Department also 

raised difficult questions in regard to the Secret 

Service. Again, if the whole of the Viceroy's Council 

was to be composed of Indians, this would almost 

certainly result in the Moslem League refusing to 

participate unless they were given half the seats. 


Finally, it was important to bring' the matter 

back to the plan approved by the War Cabinet, and to 

obtain an assurance that, if agreement was reached on 

defence, the scheme in other respects was acceptable.. 


The War Cabinet 


Agreed to the text of two telegrams 

embodying the above points, and 

authorised the Secretary of State for 

India to arrange for their despatch. 


/Note: These were later despatched as 

Telegrams No. 456 and 457 from the 

Secretary of State for India to the 

Viceroy^/ 


Great George Street, S*W.l. 
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To -o viceroy 
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456' Most Immediate -


Personal. Most Secret. Superintendent Series. 

Following for Lord Privy Seal from War' Cabinet. Begins: 

1. War Cabinet deeply sympathises with difficulties of 

your task  but is greatly concerned to find that latest 
s
formula was propounded to Nehru and to Working Committee 

without previous knowledge and approval of Viceroy and 

Wavell. There is also grave danger that Johnson1s public 

intervention may be misunderstood as representing action 

on behalf of U.S. Government, which of course is not the 

case. 


2. It is essential to bring the whole matter back to 

the Cabinet-s plan which you went out to urge, with only 

such amplifications as are agreed to be put forward. 


3. The most practical course would be to have from you, 

in clear and continuous form, the developments in or 

under (e) which the Viceroy,, the Commander-in-Chief-and 

yourself are propounding, so that the Cabinet can see the. 

position as a whole. 


4o It is also necessary to know what is meant by 
allusions to a National Government as though the members 
of it would all be Indians, 
5. We have not received any assurance that if agreement 

was reached on defence, the scheme in all other respects 

is acceptable. 


6, Following telegram raises some questions on 958-S 

on which we have as yet no clear information. Ends. 






BE KEPT. U N D E R LOOK AND KEY. 

requested that special care may be taken tr ,
ensure the secrecy of this document. Q O T W A R D T E L E G R A M 

Prom
To ...
Despatched

 Secretary of. State for India 
 Viceroy 
 15,25 hours, 9th April 1942. 

Most Immediate 
457 

Personal. Most Secret. Superintendent series. 

Following for Lord Privy Seal from War Cabinets Begins. 


Viceroy1s telegram 958-S, Following points need to 

be definitely cleared up. 


(1) Last, line of (a) "for that purpose". 

We presume Commander-in-Chief remains member of 

Council for all purposes, like all other Members, 

and that the phrase above only refers to. his 

special raison dyetre. This must be quite clear. 


(2) First sentence of (d) appears completely to side
track position of Viceroy and Government, of India 

and if so is clearly unacceptable. The decision 

should be by Viceroy. 


(3) Does "sanctioning" under (d)(i) cover authority to 

give final sanction to proposals within general 

financial provision made for the services, or does 

it give to the finance branch under the Defence 

Minister power to veto any and every proposal on 

financial grounds, 


(4) Generally speaking the whole document is obscure 

and couched in terms derogatory to the Commancler
in-Chief's position. If the scheme is acceptable 

to Commander-in-Chief in substance, would it not 

be much better to -say- clearly that the present 

Defence Department is to be divided between a War 

Department and a Defence Department and explicitly 

define the functions "assigned to each. Ends. 
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Confidential Annexe 


(14th April, 1942, 12 Noon) 0 


SUPPLIES TO 
 THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
RUSSIA. 
 said that the Pr:^ne Minister had authorised him 

to sound Mr  Hopkins and 'Mr.- Harriman 
e
(Previous in regard to the procedure proposed for dealing with 


Reference: supplies to Russia after June, 1942, (D,0,(42) 33). 

W.M.(41)124th In this paper it had been suggested that a Three Power 

Conclusions, Conference should be held in Moscow in the near future. 

Minute 3)* The United States representatives had not been attracted 


by the prospect of another conference, and thought 
that, if one was held, we should be strongly pressed to 
increase supplies, They suggested that the right plan
would be that the United States and British authorities 
should make a quick survey, on the basis of which they 
should determine what supplies wo could afford to send to 
Russia; and that wo shov.ld then toll tho UPS,SPRo what 
we (the U3S9A, and ourselves) proposed to do*, 

The Foreign Secretary thought that such a discussion 

should take place as soon as possible with the United 

States representatives in this country. He gathered that 

they had in mind some increase in supplies of tanks to 

Russia from the United States. It had been agreed 

that in the meantime neither the United States nor 

ourselves should make any approach to the Russian 

authorities on this matter. 


THE MINISTER OF PRODUCTION said that he also had 

had some discussion on the matter with Mr. Hopkins and 

Mr. Harriman. He suggested that the best line of approach 

might be to consider how many ships wo could send to 

Russia each montho It might well be that this number 

depended on the convoy escorts which could be 

made available. If this proved to be the bottle-neck, 

we should then take the available shipping capacity and 

see how many tanks and aircraft per month could be sent 

in the available ships, and what free space would be 

available for other commodities,, He had already arranged 

for an inquiry to bo sot on foot, setting out the maximum 

which the British Empire could afford to send to Russia 

from the point of view of shipping (including convoy escorts) 

and of production 


THE MINISTER OF WAR TRANSPORT said that tho 

American authorities were now making arrangements to send 

large numbers of ships to Russia, without prior 

consultation with us. Ho understood that they proposed 

to send 40 a month, which, with 12 of our own, made a total 

of 52o. I.t looked as though the necessary convoy escorts 

would prove to be the bottle-necko He explained that 

of the 40 ships going from the United States, four-fifths 

did not carry Protocol materials, but foodstuffs and other 






commodities which, though no doubt acceptable to the 

Russians, were not essential imports,, The quantity of 

heavy tanks loaded was determined by the very limited 

lifting facilities in these ships0 


THE FIRST SlIiA. LORD said that, on present experience, 
he thought that 25 ships was the top limit for a convoy on 
the North Russian route. In a few days' time, however, we 
would have much more experience as to the size of convoys 
which we could hope to get- into North Russiac. He 
explained that it had been necessary to employ a much 
heavier scale of convoy protection on the North Russian 
route than had previously been adopted, and that this 
had meant a reduction in strength of the escorts to 
convoys on the North American routeo 

Two convoys of 25 ships a month represented 

probably the absolute maximum which we could send to 

Russia, He would much prefer it if a convoy of 25 

ships sailed once a month with a stronger- escort . This 

would also involve fewer risks to the vessels of the Home 

Fleet which were employed in covering the convoys, 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY emphasised the 

serious losses which were likely to be incurred if we 

continued the effort to sail convoys to Russia on the 

present scale throughout the summer months,, There was also 

the risk involved to important units of the Home Fleets 


It was pointed out that it was unsatisfactory that we 

should be making great efforts to send materials in these 

strongly escorted convoys to North Russia, at considerable 

risk, without any real knowledge of the Russian rate of 

production or of the extent of their needSo 


While it was agreed that this position was very 

difficult to defend, it was felt that an approach to 

the Russians with a view to obtaining f..gures would 

lead to a demand for reciprocal disclosure on our part, 

to which some objection might be raised. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS, 

thought that it might be explained to the Russians that, 

if we were to tie ourselves down to a definite commit
rnent to send them supplies on a large scale, this would 

inevitably affect our power to c arry cut. operations in 

other theatres. ; Surely wo ought to know whether the supply 

of munitions from this country to Russia was of such vital 

importance that its continuance ought to take precedence 

over other needs. 


* 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that it had been suggested 

to him that the question of supplies to Russia ought to 

be linked with our general Treaty negotiations with Russiao 

He thought that this would make the Russians suspicious * 

and that this linkage was undesirable* 


General agreement was expressed with this view0 






IT 


After further discussion, the War Cabinet agreed . 

as follows: - .. 


(l) The Minister of Production was invited to 

arrange for the-completion, and circulation 

to the War Cabinet, of a report ^setting out 

the maximum which this country could afford 

to send to Russia, from the point of view of 

availability of shipping (including convoy

escorts) and of production,. This report should 

cover (a) July to December, 1942 and (b)

January to June^ 1943* 


(2) The Minister of Production should arrange 

for the views of the Chiefs of Staff, on 

the strategical aspect, to be incorporated 

in the reporte 


(3) This report should be completed 

as quicfely as possible, in order that, after 

consideration by the War Cabinet, the matter 

could be discussed with the representatives of 

the United States now in this country
e 


Great George Street, S.?/.la9 
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W.M. (43) 51st CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 1. 


Confidential Annex. 


(21st April, 1942, 12.15 p.m. ) 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 

the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, covering 

a Report by the Chiefs of Staffs, to whi^h was annexed 

a detailed review of our own and of the enemy1s 

preparedness for chemical warfare (W.P.(42)- 171 )* 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that there were three 

questions for decision. 


First, could we stand by, and see gas attack 

on a large scale made by the Germans on the Russians, 

and not retaliate? Opinion here would demand action 

on our part. 


Second, was it to our advantage that gas warfare 

should start? So far as the Western Front was concern^ 

ed, it would certainly not be greatly to our disadvant
age, except if we were engaged in operations for 

landing on the Continent. But the use of gas by Japan 

raised a different issue. We had not the means to 

afford proper protection against gas to the vast 

population of India. 


Third, would a prior declaration on our part 

that we should use gas against the Germans,if they 

used it against the Russians, prove an effective 

deterrent? Clearly, if Germany was engaged in making 

a heavy gas attack on Russia, we should be able to 

put a heavier weight of gas on Germany than Germany 

could put on to this country. But it must also be 

remembered that if we made a declaration, and gas 

warfare ensued, we might be regarded as in some 

sense responsible for the start of gas warfare. 


Points made in discussion 


(1) THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

said that if we made a declaration, the 

Japanese might say that it was clear we 

intended to use gas, and themselves use it 

against us. At the moment there was no 

Power (except Russia, who was not at war with 

Japan) in a position to retaliate effectively 

with gas against Japan. 






(2) It was felt that there was considerable force 

in the argument that if we made a declaration 

the Germans would try very hard to fix upon us 

the responsibility for initiating gas warfare, 


(3) THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

emphasised the serious disadvantages which 

we should suffer if gas warfare had been opened 

up at a time when we were trying to hold a 

small bridgehead on the Continent or to land .... 

forces on the beaches,, While he agreed that 

a situation might arise in which we had no 

option but to use gas, he hoped that we., should 

not be led into using it,, or put ourselves into 

a position in which the Russians might be tempted 

to accuse the Germans of haying used gas against 

thr.m;i  order to bring our counter-measures into 

playo 

n


(4) General agreement was expressed with the view 
that tho disadvantage of gas warfare to us, 
in the event of our being engaged in operations 
on the Continent, was a very potent argument. 
It might be desirable to put' this to the Russians. 
But this should not be done until after the War 
Cabinet as a whole had had an opportunity of 
considering- the results of the discussions 
which had taken, place with General Marshall 
and Mra Hopkins on plans for a resumption of 
land operations on the Continent. A special 
meeting of the Cabinet should be held for this 
purpose early in tne following week. 

The War Cabinet's Conclusions were as follows 


(a) A communication should be made to the 

Russian Government on the lines that, if they 

were the object of a heavy gas attack by the 

Germans? we should retaliate by using gas 

ourselves against the Germans0 Having regard, 

however, to the position in the Far East, we 

were doubtful of the wisdom of making a 

declaration now to the effect that we should 

retaliate if the enemy used gas$ 


(b) The Foreign Secretary? in making this 

communicationP might mention the 

point of the disadvantages to this country of 

gas warfare if we were engaged in operations for 

landing on the Continent,, It was therefore 

suggested that the proposed communication should 

be deferred until after the proposals made 

by the United States representatives had 

been discussed by the War Cabinet early in the 

following weeko 


ireat George Street, S.Wolt 
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W*M. (48") 51st CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 2. 


Confidential Annex. 


(21a-t April, 1942 - 12.15 p.ra.) 


THE PRIME MINISTER referred to a telegram35 


which had been received from the Middle East Defence 


Committee suggesting that Sir William Dobbie was in 


need of a rest, and proposing that a young and 


energetic Civil Governor should be sent out to take 


his placeo 


The view generally expressed was that if 


it was necessary to replace Sir William Dobbie, a 


Military Governor should be sent out in his place. 


THE PRIME MINISTER read a long telegram 


(CQSUP 1828 of 20/4/42) received from Sir William 


Dobbie during the previous night, reporting on the 


situation generally in Malta and the urgent need for 


sending certain supplies at an early date. 


The War Cabinet:-


Invited the Chiefs of Staffs to 

examine the whole Malta position in 

the light of this communication, and 

to report on the measures necessary, 

in their view, to deal with the 

situationo The Chiefs of Staffs 

should also report Whether in their 

view a new Governor should be 

appointed in the place of Sir William 

Dobbie . 


Great George Street, S*W.1* 


x Ho. CC/23 of 20/4 
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(24th April, 1942, 12 Noon.) 


B)PERATION THE PRIME MINISTER informed the War Cabinet that the 
IRONCLAD", force for Operation IRONCLAD had turned the Cape and that all 


arrangements had been made for the Operation to,be carried out 

early in May by a force of two, or if necessary three, Brigades. 

The object of the Operation was to prevent our being fore
stalled by the Japanese in the occupation of Madagascar. The 

question had been raised whether the change of Government in 

France made it necessary to reconsider the Operation. His 

own view, in which the Foreign Secretary concurred, was that 

the change in the Government of Vichy France did not make it 

necessary to call off the Operation. 


The Prime Minister said that the United States Government 

had been informed of the Operation, but had preferred not to 

be openly associated with it. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he hoped, nevertheless, 

that on the morrow of the Operation the united States Govern
ment would make it clear tha-t they^heartily concurred in it. 


THE PRIME MINISTER added that no final decision as to 

whether the Operation should take place-need be made until 

the 3rd May, All that was necessary at the moment was to 

decide whether preparations for the Operation should continue0 


Field-Marshal Smuts had been informed of the position, and 

was very pleased with the prospect of this operation. 


The general view of the \;ar Cabinet was that the 

Operation should go forward, subject, of course, to any change 

in circumstances before the date at which the final decision 

must be taken. 


Some discussion ensued as to whether suffi&ient forces 

had been made available, particularly Air.forces, to make sure 

that, if once the Island had been taken, we could hold it if 

the Japanese attacked in force. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF explained that the basis of 

the scheme was the denial of Madagascar to the Japanese, the 

object being to make it impossible for them to obtain 

possession of the Island cheaply. We had not, however, 

sufficient forces to make ourselves so strong in the Island 

that we could hold it, whatever force Japan might send against 

it. But Japan might well hesitate before sending a large 

force to attack Madagascar, more especially/ in view of the 

very long distance involved. 


As regards Air forces, the South African Government would 

probably agree to send a couple of squadrons to Madagascar^ 

Steps would be taken to see that we got as'much Air support 

as possible from the Union Government. 


The War Cabinet 

Agreed that Operation IRONCLAD should go forward,. 

subject to any change in circumstances before the 

date at which the final decision must be taken. 


Great George Street. S.W.I. .., 
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MALTA. THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Defence Committee, 

at their Meeting on Wednesday, 22nd April, (D.0.(42)12th 


(Previous Meeting, Minute 2 ) . had decided that General"TJobbie 

References should he relieved as Governor of Malta and Lord Gort 

W.M.(42)51st appointed in his places . Tolegramp in this aoa^'"had. 

Conclusions, "boon doopatohodi "Coneya! Dobbio' has^-"howavog. not takon 

Minute 2). 'j.siuu s* gpy^arj^thought there was some intrigue 


against him. In ththee circumstancescircumstances,, it had been thought 
that the best plan would be that the Secretary of State 

lit. &Jk for the Colonies should go out to Malta to talk matters1 

over with General Dobbie. Lord Cranborne would be 

accompanied by a Q. Staff Officer, who would go into the 

Island's needs in stores in detail. 


An alternative course had since been suggested,

namely, that General Dobbie should be brought home for 

consultation. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES gave the 

arguments in favour of the latter course. If a Minister 

went out specially, it would be clear to all that there 

was something special in view. On the other hand, to 

recall General Dobbie for consultation was a natural course 

which would not give rise to these suspicions, While 

General Dobbie was in this country, Lord Gort might 

take his place, and if it was finally decided that General 

Dobbie should not return to Malta, Lord Gort could then be 

appointed permanently, to succeed him as Governor. , 


1HE LORD PRIVY SEAL said' that the' vital question 

was the relation of the Governor to the three military

Commanders. This could not be settled by General Dobbie 

coming home to this country. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF also said 

that what was wanted was a Governor v/ho was in command of 

the fortress, rather than a locum tenens. 


The War Cabinet then considered whether the best, 

course would not be that the Minister of State should 

accelerate his journey to Cairo, starting on the 

following night, and proceeding via Malta, This course 

would have the added advantage that the matter would be. 

enquired into by a member of the War Cabinet; and, moreover 

it would be specially appropriate that this matter should 

be dealt with by the Minister of State on his way to.Cairo* 


General Agreement was expressed with this view. 






0
THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Minister of State 


 might also take an opportunity of discussing the position 

with Lord Gort, when passing through Gibraltar, on 

the hypothesis that a decision wouldlater be taken that 

General Dobbie should be replaced by Lord Gort. 


The war Cabinet%
(-.) Invited the Minister of State to visit 


:ialta on his way to Cairo, and to report 

whether, in his view, a new Governor 

should be appointed in place of General 

Dobbie; 


(2) Invited	 the Prime Minister to send a 

telegram to General Dobbie informing him 

of this change of plan. 


air	 THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF informed the War Cabinet 

Reinforcements.that 47 Spitfires had been flown successfully into Malta 


from the WASP. He detailed the circumstances 

which had led to a considerable proportion of 

these aircraft having since been damaged, some 

in air fight:."..; but mainly on the ground, 
r


THE VICE-CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that,by 

putting all our large submarines in the Mediterranean 

on to carrying supplies into Malta, the utmost which 

we could manage would be to put in 50 tons of stores 

every three days. 


The War Cabinets
agreed that this diversion from offensive 

to defensive action was not justified. 


Great George'Street3...SW,.lo.? 
e


- 2 
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r.s *s .r o THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet part 
of telegram No. 139 from the President, dated 22nd April, 


'revious reporting that he had received a cordial message from 

deference: M. Stalin, who was sending M.'Molotov and a General to 

?.M.(42) 44th visit him (the President). The President had suggested 

Conclusions, that they should visit the United States before coming 

Minute 4.) to England, and asking whether we agreed about this. 


The Prime Minister then referred to telegram No.540 

from Kuibyshev, dated 22nd April, containing a personal 

message from M. Stalin to himself, saying that he proposed 

to send M. Molotov to London in order to dispose of all 

the matters which stood in the way of the signing of the 

Agreements. It was clear that he intended that M.Molotov 

should visit this country before going to America. 


The Prime Minister said that it was important to 

ensure that we so handled matters as to avoid giving 

offence either to the United States or to Russia. He 

thought that the right line would be to say to the 

U.S.A. that as M. Stalin was proposing to send M. Molotov 

to visit us, we could not refuse; but that it was 

important that M. Molotov should go to the United States 

before any irrevocable decisions had been taken here. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY and THE LORD PRIVY SEAL 

thought that we might bring the negotiations for the 

proposed Treaty up to the point at which substantial 

agreement had been reached, without, however, actually 

signing the text. 


In putting the matter to M. Stalin, all that we 

need say'^at the moment was that we would be glad to receive 

M. Molotov. 


The War Cabinet agreed with the course 

proposed, and the Foreign Secretary 

undertook to draft telegrams for the 

Prime Minister to send to President 

Roosevelt and M. Stalin. , 


Great George Street, S.W.I. 
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FUTURE OPERA-

TIONS. 


Operations on 

the Continent0 


W.M.(42) 54TH CONCLUSIONS. , 


, Opnf idontial AnneXo 


(29th April, 1942 - 6,15 p.m.) 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 

the.Chiefs of Staff (0.0.8* (42) 103 (0) Final) setting 

out the scheme proposed for developing operations on 

the Continent, as a result of discussions which hafl 

taken place with Mr Hopkins and General Marshall. 


The War Cabinet had also had circulated to them 

the Minutes of the Meeting of the Defence Committee 
held on 14th April (D.O. (42) lQth Meeting), and a 

single copy of:

(l) A Memorandum received from General 

Marshall: 


(2) The comments of the Chiefs of Staff on 

this Memorandum ( C o O o S . (42) 97 (0)). 


It was explained that the genesis of- the proposed 

operations had been the consideration of what help we 

could give the Russians this year. It did not seem likely 

that we should be able to divert enemy land forces from 

the.Russian front, in 1942. On the other hand, we might 

succeed in diverting enemy air forces by an air offensive 

alone. But we. could not rely upon being able to bring' 

this about by air action alone, since the enemy might 

decide to refuse action in the air. If this happened, 

the only way to compel them to fight would be by 

establishing a bridgehead on the Continent. The pre
parations how being pushed forward would include raids 

on an increasingly "large scale.. These were intended 

to test the defences. The actual moment, however, at 

which we should attempt to establish and hold a . 

bridgehead must be for later decision. Thus, it might 

depend upon the degree of demoralisation of the German 

forces, or on the extent to which action on our part 

became essential in order to relieve pressure on Russia. 

In any event, the preparations now in hand would lay 

the foundations for operations on a large scale on the 

Continent, in 1943 , 


One feature of the plan was that we should have 

to start at once to bring back the South Coast ports 

into use, and otherwise to make plans to use the 

South Coast as a base for operations on the Continent. 

This would, no doubt', create a sense of nervousness 

in the enemy and, taken with our active raiding policy,, 

would probably result in holding enemy troops in the 

West. 


Discussion took place regarding co-operation 

between.air units set aside for Army co-operation and 

the Army.' The rc--arming of these squadrons with 

modern-type air craft-was seriously behindhand, owing 

to American production having fallen behind programme. 

The view was also expressed that the personnel of the 

squadrons concerned had had. insufficient training in 

co-operation with-Army units. . 


The War Cabinet were informed^that the Chiefs of 

Staff had in preparation^' for submission,to. the Defence 

Committee, a Memorandum setting ,out the points on which: 

agreement had not been reached between the Services on "V 

this matt or'o . . 






.ecommodation. Another point raised in discussion was the great
pressure on accommodation which wouid""&mue when American 

troops arrived in bhis country in considerable^nmribers. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL suggested that 

further arrangements should he ,made to ensure due co
ordination of the exercise of powers to requisition 

buildings. So far as practicable, the Ministry of Works 

and Buildings should be used as ,agents for all Depart
ments in regard to certain categories of accommodation. 


This suggest ion was. approved, an', the'Lord 

President was -askec to take the matter up. 


.-. THE PRIME MINISTER, in surnraing up the discussion, 

said that he thought the War Cabinet were, agreed that 

we should go ahead,, at full speed, with the plans for 

operations on the Continent, and that we should 

continue, without relaxation, our pressure o n the 

enemy's air force. While preparations should proceed 

on the basis that we should make a resolute effort to 

capture a bridgehead on the Continent-in the late summer, 

we were not committed to carry out such an operation 

this year., 


The War Cabinet:-


Endorsed the Prime Minister's summing up 

' of the position, and agreed that prepara

tions for operations on the Continent should 

proceed without delay. 


Operation THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet the 

IRONCLAD. fol lowing t el e grams : - 
(Previous (l) N 0 o " 8  1 from the Prime Minister to the 
Reference: President, dated 28th April, asking the 
W.M.(42) 52nd United States Government to take certain 
Con el us ions , action with a view ,to making clear that 
Minute 1.) the United States approved our proposed 

action: 


(2) No. 142, from the President to the Prime 

Minister, dated 29th April, indicating 

agreement with two of the suggestions made 

in the Prime Minister's telegram: 


(3) N oe 82!from the Prime Minister to the 
-President, dated 29th April, 

All the Chiefs of Staffs indicated that they were 

satisfied with the plans made for the operation itself. 

There remained, of course, the question of the possible 

reactions of the Vichy French Government. THE CHIEF OF 

THE NAVAL STAFF drew attention to the serious conse
quences for us if the French forces based on Dakar took 

hostile action with a view to preventing us from using 

the port of Freetown.. 


THE PRIME MINISTER and FOREIGN SECRETARY thought 

. that the risk of the Vichy Government taking hostile 

action against us, was one which should be taken. 


The War. Cabinet:-

Agreed that operation IRONCLAD should proceed 

without further reference to them, Unless any . 


*, events or developments in the next few days 

made it necessary to reconsider the matter. 


Great George Street ,'s.WdV 
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(4th May, 1942, 5,30 p.m.) 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY reported to the War 

Cabinet that on the 13th April he had handed to M* Maisky) 

revised drafts of the political and military Treaties 

on the lines approved by the War Cabinet, and had 

explained in detail the reasons for the changes 

proposed. M. Mais ley had now given him the Russian 

Government's reply. This took the form of a further 

revised draft, which was very disappointing from 

our point of view:- This s

(a) The	 revised draft did not include the 

suggested provision whereby any person 

would have the opportunity, if he so 

desired, of emigrating from territories 

which had changed hands or might change 

hands since the last general Pe3.ce Settle
ment.
c 


(b) The Russians had tightened up the provisions 

in regard to the Baltic States, and now 

asked for a more definite statement of our 

position. 


(c) The reference to Poland had not been 

included in the form proposed in our draft, 

which established our right to concern 

ourselves with the future frontier settle
ment of Eastern Europe. 


(d) The references to encouraging confederation 

of smaller States in Eastern Europe, and to 

collaboration between the Allies, had not 

been included. 


The Foreign Secretary thought that we should 

now take the line that our draft had been the result 

of very careful consideration. Having in view, the 

probable effect of the Treaty on public opinion in 

the United States and in the smaller countries of 

Europe, v?e could not concede the points now urged by 

the Russians . 


After discussion, the War Cabinet agreed as 

follows: 

(l) The Foreign Secretary was" invited to draw up 

 a reasoned reply. This should not state, in 


r
terms, that v,e were not prepared to make any 

further' concession; but it should set out

 in detail the reasons why we felt unable to 

make concessions beyond the position set but 

in the draft Treaty prepared by the Foreign 

Secretary: 


Great George Street, (2) It was desirable that further discussion 

S.W.lo of the draft Treaty should, if possible,' 


... take place in this country. 


v
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(7th May, 1942, 12 Noon). 


The War Cabinet again considered the question 

whether we should issue a declaration that we should 

use gas against the Germans if they used it against 

the Russianso 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum, 

dated 5th May, by the Foreign Secretary, reporting 

an interview which he had had on that day with the 

Soviet Ambassadorwho had stated that he had 

been strongly pressed by Moscow for information as 

to the date when the declaration would be made,, 

The Foreign Secretary had indicated that the 

position had  on investigation, proved to be more 
r


complicated than it had seemed when the Prime 

Minister had spoken to the Ambassadors The 

Ambassador had been considerably distressed at 

this remarks 


The War Cabinet was also informed that there 

were some indications that the Germans might intend 

to use gas against the Russianso 


On behalf of the Chiefs of Staff it was 

stated that their views remained as set out in 

W.P.(42) 171. In this Paper they hadpointed 

out that, while we were in a position to engage 

in chemical warfare by our air forces against 

Germany and in the Middle East, the Army was not 

yet adequately equipped with chemical weapons in 

any other theatre. The. initiation of gas warfare 

in certain Eastern theatres would involve us 

in the gravest difficulties, especially in India, 

and they considered that it would be to our grave 

disadvantage if we became involved in chemical 

warfare in the immediate future.. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF read 

to the War Cabinet a summary of a report which had 

been received from General Mason-McFarlane as to 

the extent of Russian chemical warfare preparations,, 


In discussion the view was expressed that 

the Japanese were unlikely to be influenced in a 

decision whether or not to use gas by events in 

Europe. They might think that by refraining from 






using gas in' India they would be likely to obtain 

a more favourable reaction from Indian opinion. 

But if they thought that' the use of gas was in their 

interests, they would use it. 


On the other hand, it was felt that there was 

some chance that a declaration of our part might 

deter the Germans from using gas. It was also 

clear that, whether or not a prior declaration was 

made, if we were satisfied that Germany had initiated 

gas warfare against Russia, we should have to use 

gas against Germany ourselves. 


As regards this country, while gas warfare 

would probably result in difficulties for a few days, 

our anti-gas precautions could be regarded as 

satisfactory. 


A further consideration was that it would be 

very difficult to explain to the Russians a decision 

on our part not to make a declaration at this time, 

more especially in view of the position of the Treaty 

negotiations. 


The War Cabinet therefore reached the 

conclusion that the balance was in favour of a public 

declaration being made in the near future,to the 

effect that if we were satisfied that Germany had 

initiated gas warfare against Russia, we should 

not hesitate to use gas ourselves against Germany, 

and that in this matter the Russians and ourselves 

stood together. 


It was pointed out that it would be important 

that the declaration made should be so worded as to 

safeguard us. against Russia initiating gas warfare 

against Germany, and to provide for our being 

satisfied that gas warfare had been started by the 

Germans. Presumably the Russians would give us 

facilities for investigation. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it might 

be appropriate that he should include a declaration 

on this matter in his broadcast on Sunday night. 


The War Cabinet 


Agreed that a public declaration 

should be made by the Prime Minister 

to the effect that ,if we were 

satisfied that the Germans had initiated 

gas warfare against the Russians, we should 

not hesitate to retaliate against 

Germany with the same weapon. 


Great George Street, S.W.I. 
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(8th May, 194*3, 3.0 p 0 m 0 ) 


The War Cabinet had before them a telegram from the 

Commanders-in-Chief, Mediterranean and Middle East., dated 

6 th May (No. C O . 3 6 ) , circulated as W.P 0 (42)195. 


In this telegram the Commanders-in-Chief set out the 

pros and cons for launching an offensive in the Western 

Desert during the next three months. Their arguments 

were largely based on a numerical comparison of the 

armoured forces on both sides and the conclusion which they 

reached was that an offensive would not be Justified before 

the 15th June. 


.. - THE PRIMS MINISTER read to the Cabinet"an interim 

reply which he had sent saying that the Commanderf-an- Chief1^ 

telegram raised grave issues, which were being carefully *
 
considered by the Chiefs of Staff, Defence Committee and 

War Cabinet; in the meantime, preparations should 

continue for an offensive on the date originally 

contemplated. A telegram had been ̂ received in reply from 

the Commander-in-Ghief, Middle East, saying that preparations 

were proceeding in accordance with previous plans. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that, the 

telegram did not deal with two vary important factors^ 

£irsty the bearing which operations in Cyronaica would 

have on the Malta situation; secondly? the possibility 

of German offensive action, which, by"all indications 

take place at the end of May, It seemed strange that tno 

Commander-in-Chief had not taken into account the 

)ossibilit.v of imgPifcMno- m  a -"vie. pXana, by timing his 
,General Auchinleck1 s) offensive so as to^f-ruotrato the 
offensive contemplated by General Rommel. 

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff handed round 

a Paper setting out ,the present Orders of Battle in Libya 

and the numbers of tanks available to both sides. The 

main point was that, on the best estimates available, 

excluding 2o0 Infantry tanks, on the 1st June we should 

have 566 tanks to 521 of the enemy, whereas on the .15th-

June we should have 748 to 590 of the enemy. The Chiefs 

of Staff felt that, in view of the opinion expressed by the 

Commanders-in-Chief, it would be wrong to give General 

Auchinleck a direct order to attack on, say, the .15th' May 

At the. same time, the Chiefs of Staff thought it would be 

n 


right to tell General Auchinleck that his attack should 

be carried out in such a way as to provide, the maximum ' 

support for the convoy to Malta.. in the June dark periods'' 

The Chiefs of Staff favoured putting thewe views to 

General Auchinleck and seeing whether he agreed with themo 


1 





THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that he had received 

ho-recent appreciation from the Middle East of the air 

position. He had telegraphed a request for such an 

appreciation to be furnished. He gave particulars of a 

comparison drawn up by the Air Staff in this country, of 

our forces in the Middle East, with the enemy forces in 

North Africa, Crete, the Dodecanese and Greece, but 

excluding S i c i l y T h  e position was'as follows 


j^-at,line atrengthn 


Enemy Forces.	 British Forces. 


15th May 0 685 - 716 

(.325 Italian) 


15th June. 770 7 3 4 

(350 Italian) 


Available Aircraft. 


15th May. 469 893 

(247-Italian) 


V -.) 

15th June. 532 980 


(260 Italian) 


The air position was thus definitely favourable to usg 

the enemy could, of course, reinforce their air forces in this 

.area more quickly than we could, but only at the cost of 

drawing off forces from other theatres. 


THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that, from the Naval 

point of view, it would be much better if we could capture 

Benghazi before the Malta convoy started in June rather 

than that the attack, regarded from the point of view of 

the Malta convoy, should be merely a diversions 


THE PRIME MINISTER then invited the views of Ministers 

individually.'


There was a general consensus of opinion on the part 

of Ministers " that, looking at the matter from the point 

of view of our war strategy as a whole, the advantages to 

be gained by postponing the offensive until the 15th June 

were more than offset by the disadvantages of delay until 

that date. In this connection great importance was 

attached to the position at Malta. 


The following particular points were made in discussion' 


(l) THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that- the crucial part of 

the telegram was paragraph 9 0 General Auchihleck 


, feared the effect on the defence of the Delta .of 1 

'	 an unsuccessful offensive,. Ho was also, nervous 


of being called on to defend Syria or tho 

Northern Frontier while attacking in tho Western 

Dosort* Ho-therefore wanted to soe,f, some thing 

approaching a certainty of success bofore he 


-	 attacked, and was anxious that the risks of a 

, partial success or failure- should be appreciated 


,;"::;;*:	  :
hereo'. . ' -	 

 v 





-	 (2) THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

thought thai: it would pay us to attack as 


-	 soon as practicable. 


(3) '.CHE MINISTER OF. PRODUCTION pointed out, the great 
value which would accrue from the capture of the 
Martuba aerodrome from the point of view of the 
JVXIQ convoy to Malta. This pointed to an 
offensive at the very beginning of June. THE 
PRIME MINISTER said that the disadvantage of 
this date was that 12,000 Germans were due to 
arrive in Libya by tho beginning of June, 

(4) THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that, looking 

at the situation from the Naval point of view,- it 

appeared that the enemy was intensifying the 


.	 investment of Malta, in order to prevent inter
ference with the despatch of reinforcements to 

Libya- Taking a long view It seemed, therefore, 

that delay would make our ultimate task more 

difficulto ' 

(5) THE"MINISTER OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE 

thought that the enemy might intend a simultaneous 

attack in Libya and Russia^, and drew attention t-r 

the advantages of anticipating the enemy attack, 


1
 (6) THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR thought that the 

real purpose behind the telegram of 6th May was 

that General Auchinleck wanted to be sure whether 

he was taking the military responsibility of 

advising that an offensive should be undertaken 

on a given date, with good chances of success./ 


- If the War Cabinet decided to take the 

responsibility of saying that an attack ought to 

be carried out before the date now suggested, 

he thought that General Auchinleck would be 

willing to fall in with this suggestion, 


(7) THE SECRETARY OF S M  E	 FOR AIR was in favour of 

an attack being launched before- the June dark 

period, in order to give us a chance of obtaining 

possession of vital aerodromes. The choice of 

the actual date should, however, be left to the 

Commander-in-Chiefs 


. THE PRIME MINISTER said that battles were not won by 

arithmetical calculations of the strength of the opposing 

forces. From this point of view, the telegram of 6th 

May was somewhat disappointing and difficult to understand, 

more particularly since it included no mention of the very 

serious consequences if we' failed to relieve Malta. The 

Commanders-vin-Chief must, however, have had the Malta 

situation in mind, and the. explanation might be that the 

telegram had been deliberately confined to an account of 

the strength of the opposing armoured forces, in order to 

concentrate attention on the. stark facts of the position, 


In conclusion, the Prime Minister said that he thought 

the dates discussed, namely the 15th May and the 15th June, 

had no particular significance except in relation to the 

Malta convoys. He thought that a telegram should be taxix, 

to the effect that the War Cabinet were of opinion.that an 

attack ought to take place;in the latter half of May. The 






telegram should not give General Auchinleck a positive 

order, but should make it clear that the War Cabinet were 

prepared to assume full responsibility for the consequences 

if an attack took place and was not successful.. The 

importance of a successful .offensive from the point of view 

of relieving Malta should be mentioned.-, . 


The War Cabinet agreed with the Prime Minister1 s 

view of the action to be takenV 


THE CHIEF OP TIG, IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF agreed, but 

suggested that the telegram should also give General 

Auchinleck the opportunity, if he so desired, of taking 

advantage of a German offensive in oar?y June to launch 

a counterstrokeo 


The War Cabinet agreed with these views, A telegram 

was thereupon drafted by the Prime Minister to give effect 

to the decision reached and was approvedo 

/See' telegram No, OZ 175 from Prime Minister to Commander
in-Chief, Middle East, 8 0 5 * 4 2 ^ - - C U X O - G L ^ m 


Great George Street, S.W.l0 






OZ 175 


TOO 1730Z/8 


TOD 1955/8 


-BUSH - MOST gECRET 


MOST IMMEDIATE 


From:- Air Ministry 


To:- C.-in-C., Middle East, 


OZ 175 8.5.42. 


Following Personal and Secret from Prime 

Minister to, General Auchinleck. 


1.- The Chiefs of Staff, the Defence Committee 

and the War Cabinet have all earnestly considered 

your telegram No. CC/56 in relation to the whole 

war situation having particular regard to Malta,, 

the loss of which would be a disaster of first 

magnitude to the British Empire and probably fatal 

in the long run to the defence of the Nile Valley. 


2. We are agreed that in spite of the risks you 

mention in para. 9 - you would be right to attack 

the enemy and- fight a major battle if possible 

during May, and the sooner the better. We are 

prepared to take full responsibility for these 

general directions, leaving you the necessary 

latitude for their execution. In this you will 

no doubt have regard to the fact that the enemy 

may himself be planning to attack you early in 

June and is trying .to be r'e%dy'by then0 


3. Please hand a copy of this message to 

Minister of State and also ask'him" to show it to 

General Smuts on arrival. 

,' ̂  - ' . . ' / ...:?'.0.0. 1730Z/8 

Col. Jacob 

C o I o G o S o 


First.Sea Lord 

C . A . S . " 










It is'requested that specin! care may betaken to 
ensure	 the secrecy of this uouunont.  c o p Y	  N 0 -

W.M.	 (43) 60TH CONCLUSIONS. 


Confidential Annex, 


(10th May, 1948 - 6 p.m,) 


The War Cabinet had before them telegram . 

No, CC 42 from the Middle East Defence Committee 

dated 9th May (W,P*(43) 196) replying to the 

telegram desptaehed after the Meeting of the War 

Cabinet held on the 8th May. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought the telegram of 

9th May gravely under-estimated the importance of Malta. 

There were in Malta at the present time the following 

troops:- Over 27,000 British Army personnel 

(including 8,900 Maltese) plus 4 P500 R,A*F. , i,e, a 

total of over 31,500. In addition there were 112 

heavy and 139 light A.A. guns and 75 field guns. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF ,

reported the views of the Chiefs of Staff,who had 

considered this telegram at a Meeting earlier in the 

afternoon. 


Paragraph 3. The conclusion to be drawn 

from this paragraph was that the Commander-in-Chief, 

Middle East, did not realise the importance of Malta. 

Thus 

(a)	 It would be a disaster to sacrifice the 

garrison in the fortress. 


(b)	 It was only lately, under the pressure of 

heavy air attack, that Malta had, as it 

were, fallen into disrepair and been unable 

to exercise a strong influence on the enemy*s 

communications to North Africa. With an . 

improvement in the situation, Malta might 

regain its position. £THE CHIEF OF THE AIR 

STAFF said that in the last two days, for the 

loss of six aircraft and five damaged, the 

following casualties had been inflicted on the 

enemy: 

18 destroyed 

.20 probably destroyed 

26 damaged^ 


(c)	 Malta was of the utmost importance as a 
reinforcement route. ^ H  E CHIEF OF THE AIR 
STAFF said that 300 ̂ aircraft had been flown 
through Malta this year, 163 of them in the 
last month.7 * 

( d) If Malta was captured, it would be of 

considerable use to the enemy, both in 

enabling him to cut our route through the 

Mediterranean, and as an air base to provide 

air cover for his reinforcements to North 

Africa. 






Paragraph, 4. " It was true that in the last 

offensive it had been: weeks before we had reached 

Benghazi,, But if we started an offensive, this in 

itself would provide a diversion which would be of 

material help to the June oonvoy to Malta, 


Paragraph^ 5. It was true that in the early 

stages of Rommel's counter-stroke we had sustained 

heavy losses in tanks, and this no doubt was in General 

Auehinleck1s mind. But it would seem that he ignored 

the value of our "I" tanks in meeting an enemy offensive, 

and also the value of the 10th Armoured Division, 

although this Division was not yet fully trained. There 

was also the fact that further reinforcements of tanks 

were on their way out to Egypt. Generally speaking, 

the danger to Egypt of unsuccessful attack was,in the 

Chief of Stafffs view, overstressed in this paragraph, 

just as the value to us of Malta was -under-stressed. 


Paragraph 6. The Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff said that the indications of an 

enemy attack about the end of May, having the limited 

objective of the recapture of Tobruk, were fairly good. 


Summing up, the Chief of the Imperial General 

Staff said that the Chiefs of Staffs view was that, 

if the enemy were to launch an offensive, we should 

take advantage of it to launch a counter-offensive. 

The security of Malta wasivital and"the 

latest date at whioh our attack should take place (unless 

it was launched earlier as a counter-offensive) should 

be at whatever date was suitable to provide a diversion 

or distraction which would assjsb the passage of the 

convoy to Malta in' the June dark period. We should 

also aim at capturing Benghazi before the following 

convoy was.passed into Malta. 


THE CHIEF.OP THE AIR STAFF said that he 

had now received an Appreciation of the Air Position 

from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Middle East. 

The figures in this Appreciation were given on a 

slightly different basis from those which he had 

given to the War Cabinet on Friday. It was, however, un 

necessary for him to go into detail,as the telegram 

stated that the Air Officer Commanding*-in-ChiefTs view, 

taking all things into account, was that his Air 

Forces should be sufficient to provide for an 

offensive. 






m 


THE PRIME "MINISTER then invited Ministers 

to express their views. 


General agreement was expressed by all Ministers 

with the views of the Chiefs of Staff as outlined by 

the Chief of the Imperial General. Staff. In 

particular it was agreed that the supreme importance 

of Malta had not been adequately appreciated in General 

Auchinleck1s telegram, and that a battle should be 

fought to save it. In this connection, it was 

pointed out that, apart from the arguments already 

advanced, Malta was of great value as a oard of 

re-entry in the Mediterranean. 


Several Ministers expressed the view that 

on the whole we were unlikely to gain by delaying 

our attack, and that an attack should be launched 

as soon as possible. /in this connection THE CHIEF 

OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF pointed out that one 

factor in favour of a further delay which had not 

been mentioned was to afford sufficient time for 

training troops in the new equipment, e.g., Amerioan 

tanks and 6 pounder gunsJ 
9 


The conclusion reached by the War Cabinet 

was that a telegram should be sent to General 

Auchinleck, emphasising the vital importance of 

Malta and making it clear that a battle should be : 

fought to save the fortress, at a date not later than 

would provide a distraction, in time to help the 

passage of the convoy to Malta in the June dark period. 


A telegram on these lines was then drafted and 

che Chiefs of Staff withdrew to consider it. 


The Chiefs of Staff proposed certain amendments. 
These were accepted. The telegram, as so amended, 
was approved by the War Cabinet,who authorised, its 
despatch. /Telegram No. OZ 19^6&p^ c^tCo^La^ 

Great George Street, S.W.I. * 






192 
oz 
TOO 1840Z/10 

TOD 2105/10 


MOST SECRET" 


MOST IMMEDIATE 


From: - Air Ministry 


T o r - Co -in-G. Middle East 

OZ 192 10/5/42. 


Following personal and most secret from Prime Minister 

to General Auchinleck. 


Reference Middle East Defence Committee Telegram No. CC/42 

of 9/5. 


1. The Chiefs of Staff, the Defence Committee and 

the War"Cabinet, have again considered the whole position. 

We are determined that Malta shall not be allowed, to fall 

without a battle being fought by your whole army for its 

retention. The starving out of this fortress would in
volve the surrender of over 30,000 men, Army and Air 

Force, together with several hundred guns. Its possession 

would give the enemy a clear and sure bridge to Africa 

with all the consequences flawing from that. Its loss 

would sever the air route upon which both you and India must 

depend for a substantial part of your aircraft reinforce
mentSc Besides this, it would compromise any offensive 

against Italy and future plans such as ACROBAT and GYMNAST. 

Compared with the certainty of these disasters, we consider 

the risks you have set out to the safety of Egypt are 

definitely less, and we accept them. 


2. We. therefore reiterate the views expressed In 

Paragraph 2 of,'our OZ 175 with this qualification - that 

the very latest date for engaging, the enemy which we could 

approve is one which provides a distraction in time to help
the passage of the June dark-period convoy. 


/3, This 






3. This telegram, like- our Mo. OZ 175 is 

addressed to you as Military Goramander-in-Ghief, 

the Air having been placed under your general 

direction for the purposes of major operations. 


T (X0. 1840Z/10 
o


(Circulation). 


Col. Jacob. 

S. of s. for.Foreign Affairs, 
First Sea Lord. 
C. I. G. S0 
C.A.S. 










It is requested that s^Zi^ZT"	 T" 

MOST SECRET, 	 COPY HO, St 

W,M,(43)64TH CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 2, 


Confidential Annex. 


(18th May, 1942 - 5.30 p.m.) 


TLIES THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Chiefs of Staff had 

RUSSIA. raised.the question whether the next convoy to Russia should 


sail, iii view of the substantially increased risk of air 

evious attack from Norwayo 


ftferanee: 

M.(42)61st With the ice barrier in its present position the 


fcnclusions, 	 convoy must sail for 6-7 days within range of enemy bombers 

iLnute l) o 	 based in Norway0 The Germans had about, 100 bombers in this 

area, of which 69 were long-range bombers; and they had a 
very good system of air reconnaissanceo The scale and 
duration of the air attack on the next two convoys, was 
likely to be greater than any yet experieneedo The. Chiefs 
of Staff feared that, unless the weather conditions were 
particularly unfavourable for air operations, it was likely 
that our losses would be considerable^.. 

In addition to the loss of merchant vessels, we 

had also to take into account the risks to which the 

escorting vessels would be subjected. 


In these circumstances the question arose whether it 

would be expedient to cancel the convoys due to sail in 

May and June, and increase the size of the convoys sailing 

after the beginning of July, when it would be possible to 

take a more northerly route which, for the greater part of 

the voyage, would lie outside the range of Ju.87's and 

J U o 88's. 


The main points raised in discussion were:
(a) If the May and June convoys were cancelled, 


how far would it be possible to make up the 

deficit by increasing the quantity -of supplies 

sent thereafter. 


After the beginning of July the Admiralty 
would be prepared to take the risk of 
increasing the size of the convoy to 50 shipsc 
But, if no convoys sailed until July, the 
congestion of shipping destined for Russia would 
be very large. And, if the supplies which had 
been dammed . up were released too rapidly, a 
great strain would be thrown- on the port 
facilities in Russia. 

(b) It was recognised that the Navy would be 

relieved of a heavy responsibility, and a 

substantial risk, if thsse sailings could be 

deferred until after the end of June. On the 


B
 other hand, it would not be easy to convince 

either Premier Stalin or President Roosevelt 

that it was right to interrupt the flow of 

supplies to Russia. 






(c) It was suggested that the position should 

be explained to-Premier Stalin, who might be 

asked to say whether he was in such immediate ' 

need of these supplies that he would wish an 

attempt made to get through the May. and June 

convoys during those months, even though, say, 

half the amounts shipped might well be lost en 

route, rather than to face postponement until July, 

when conditions would be easier. 


In reply to this suggestion, it was pointed 

out that the decision was one which we must . 

take ourselves, and ought riot to place on other 

shoulders. In any event, Premier Stalin was/ 

almost certain, "if the.point was put to him, 

to reply that an attempt should be made to 

force through these supplies, at whatever cost. 


(d) The Prime Minister expressed the view that it 

was our duty to fight these convoys through, 


-	 whatever the cost. The Russians were.engaged . 

in a life and death struggle against our common
enemy. There:was little we could do to help 

them, except by maintaining the flow of supplies 

by this northern route. In the last convoy," 

22 out of 25 ships had got through, in spite of 

our apprehensions: and this time we might 

again do better than we feared. 


The effect on war comradeship between the 

United Nations, of cancellation of the May 

Convoy would, he feared, be very serious. 


(e) It was not thought that any appreciable advantage 

would be gained by confining the convoy to 

faster vessels. On the whole the First Sea 

Lord thought that if the convoy was to sail, 

we might as well send 35 ships. 


The War Cabinet decided as follows:
(l) The May convoy-, due to leave that night, should 


sail as arranged, 


(2) Premier Stalin should be informed that we had 

given orders for this convoy to sail, notwith
standing the additional risk to which it would 

be subjects . He should be strongly urged to 

send heavy bombers to attack the aerodromes in . 

Norway from which the German aircraft were 

operating, and warned that it might be necessary 

to cancel the sailing of the June convoys 


(3) The question whether the June convoy should sail 

should be decided by the War Cabinet in the light 

of the losses sustained by the May convoy, 


(4) The Chiefs of Staff were asked to prepare a 

draft telegram, covering the points set out in 

(2) for the, Prime Minister to send to Premier 

Stalin, 


Great George -Street ,S.W.1* 










TO BE KEPT'UNDER LOQK AND KEY. 
It is requested iisal special cara may betaken to 

ensure the secrecy of this document. 

MOST SECRET. 	 COPY NO. . r 

W.M .(42) 65th CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 1. 


Oonfiuential Annex. 


(21st. May, 1942, 5.30 p.m.) 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum 

(W.P.(42)210) containing a copy of a telegram, dated 13th 

May, 1942, from the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of 


Previous 	 Australia to Dr. Evatt, about strategic considerations 

Reference: 	 affecting the defence of Australia. 

W.M.(4S)56th 

Conclusions, DR. EVATT said that the Directive issued to General 

Minute l ) . 	 MacArthui required him (a) to hold the key military regions 


of Australia as bases for future offensive action against 

Japan: and. (after setting out a number of other objects 

which he need not recapitulate), (b), to prepare to take the 

offensive0 


One of the groat difficulties with which we were 

faced was that, while the United States Chiefs of Staff 

ought to look at the South West Pacific area as a whole, 

irrespective of the Allied forces located in it, 

they tended to "concentrate on- equipping their own forces 

in this area., 


Mr. Curtin's telegram of the 13th May had, of co 1 1 " ^ ; 

been drafted before he knew the grand strategy of the war. 

At his Meeting with the Chiefs of Staff in the previous week 

he (Dr. Evatt) had been irformedthat tho gKRXid Strategy of the war, as 
1 	 laid down in F-ebruary,. 1941, was that Germany was the 

dominant member of the Axis Powers whose defeat we must 

compass. Notwithstanding the entry of Japan into the war, 

the view was still held that Germany was the principal enemy, 

and that, once we had secured the defeat of Germany, the 

defeat of Japan would necessarily follows In passing, he 

observed that the Australian Chiefs of Staff had not had any. 

part in drawing up this strategy. 


More recently the British Chiefs of Staff, in an 

aide-memoire on strategy, had stated that the broad strategic 

policy was that only after Germany's defeat would the United 

Nations assemble superior forces against Japan. This was 

the doctrine set out in W,W.lo, which remained fundamentally 

unchangede, . 


The Australian point of view was that to declare that 

Germany was the^primary enemy and should therefore be 

attacked first was a thesis which was basically open to ' 

doubt* 


Notwithstanding the above, views, it was stated in 

paragraph 18 of W.W.1. that the- security of Australia and 

New Zealand must be maintained. Again, in the aide
memoire which the Chiefs of Staff had handed to tiim, it 

was stated in paragraph. 15 "that, apart from our Intention 

of giving Australia all practical help, we depend upon her 

as a base for the final offensive against Japan* Neverthe- ;

less, it is. essential that the utmost care is taken in 

relating her defence requirements to our general war 

strategy and to our forecast of enemy intentions," 


. - i - 





The view held by the Chief s "or"Starr" Itr^reair-Br^ltnin 

was that a full-scale invasion of Australia was unlikely. 

The Australian advisers held a different view0 Moreover, 

they held that the invasion, of Australia could be prevented 

by a reasonable expenditure of resources at 'this momentj 

while if such expenditure was not incurred now, heavy 

expenditure would be involved later.on0 


Dr. JUvatt also quoted from paragraph 4 of telegram Z 

No. 57, sent on 4tli May, 1942 to the Dominions Prime 

Ministers:

"Whilst the primary object is to concentrate on an 

attack on the Western Front, it is absolutely 

essential to safeguard the defence of India and 

the Middle East, as well as Australia and the 

Island bases connecting that country with the 

United Stateso Adequate forces must be allocated 

for these tasks0" 


Dr. Bvatt also quoted from a telegram which had been 

sent to the Prime Ministers of Australia and New Zealand on 

11th August, 1940, in which the Prime Minister had said:

"If however contrary to prudence and self-interest, 

Japan set about invading Australia or New Zealand 

pn a large scale, I have the explicit authority 

of the Cabinet to assure you that we should then 

cut our losses in the Mediterranean and proceed 

to your aid, sacrificing every interest except
only the defence and feeding of this Island on 

which all dependso" 


Dr. Evatt emphasised that, notwithstanding the fact 

that according to our grand strategy the defeat of Germany 

was our prime objective, all these documents emphasised the, 

importance of ensuring the security of Australia, as a b??fl 

of operations against Japan0 


THE PRIME MINISTER sa,id that he entirely stood by the 

assurance given in the cable to Mr. Menzies quoted by 

Dr. Evatt. The contingency of invasion on a large 

scale had not yet arisen, however, and ho hopod that 2 

it would never ariso0 If it did ariso.. one British 

Armoured Division!(the 8th) and one Infantry Division-(the 

44th), which would be rounding the Cape in the course of the 

next few weeks, could be diverted to Australia more quickly 

than forces from any other theatre^ 


Continuing, the.Prime Minister said that, since 

Japan had come into the war, Australia had made a direct 

appeal for help from the United States., and we had fallen 

in with Australia's wishes in this matter. The line of 

demarcation which had been drawn in the Pacific put 

Australia into the United States sphere^ Notwithstanding 

this demarcation of spheres, we did not, of course, regard 

our obligations to do what we could to help Australia as 

being lessened in any way0 The position must be, however, 

that while we would do all in our. power to come to 
Australians help if she was invaded, we could not afford to 
lock up in any theatre (Australia included) sufficient troops 
to meet all possible-invasion risks. Our strategy must be to 
use our available forces to meet the main enemy effort, 
whenever it might be made p . . - . At the moment it was not easy 
for us to forecast where Japan.would strike next. There 
were a number of possibilities,!, Before long we should 
see in what direction Japan's threat developed^ We would, 





however, do what we could to give Australia more air supports 

We were encountering difficulties ourselves with the 

Americans over the allocation of aircraftQ They had made 

proposals: under which they Would keep for themselves 5j,000 

aircraft which had been allocated to us. These were \ 

enough to equip 100 new Squadrons, the personnel for which 

had been provided for. He was not unmindful of the fact 

that there were 7 squadrons in this country manned by 

Australians, and we would like some of these squadrons to 

be sent to Australia. He had asked the Chief of the Air 

Staff on the previous day to consider the despatch from 

this country to Australia of three Spitfire squadrons. 


DR. EVATT then referred to the system of allocation. 

This was.carried out by the Combined Chiefs of Staffs, and 

the Australian advisers had no share in it. He thought 

that there, was a risk that, if Australia was in the United 

States sphere, there would be a tendency for our 

representatives on the Assignment Board to regard the 

United States as responsible for Australia. The result 

might be that our representatives would press for munitions 

to be assigned to India rather than to Australia. He 

would be grateful if our representatives could be asked to 

be on the watch against a tendency which would be injurious 

to the Empire. 


Dr. Evatt then referred to the Naval position. 

Half the Australian Navy had been lost. While the United 

States Naval authorities had carried out some brilliant raids 

there was no concentration of Naval force within the area. 


, Summarising the matter. Dr. Evatt said that he wished 

to call attention to three points. First, the vital need 

of strengthening the Naval forces. Secondly, the question 

of assignment of munitions., which had been dealt with in 

his letter of the 20th May to the Prime Minister. Thirdly, 

the question of aircraft^ 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF then explained the position 
in regard to the supply of aircraft. Every theatre 
submitted its requirements, the total of which was greatly 
in excess of the aircraft available. All that the Chiefs 
of Staff could do was to look at the position from the 
broad strategical point of view and to instruct the 
Assignment Committees to proceed on that basis. If it was 
necessary to inject a view other than the strategical visv 
into the machinery for Assignment, means for doing so 
already existed. 

The Chief of the Air Staff then dealt, with the 

proposal that two Australian and one British Spitfire 

squadrons should be sent from this country to Australia. 

Since the aircraft had to be tropicalised^ this would 

mean that they would be sent at the expense of the Middle 

East theatre, or of Malta. The result would probably 

be that Malta's.July ration of Spitfires could not arrive 

until the end of that month. Tho convoy leaving in tho 

middle of June would ho the oar Host by which they could 

bo sont. It was also likoly that thoro would bo a 

shortago of certain sparos^ with tho result that tho 

squadrons might bocomo unserviceable rather quickly0 






The Chief of the Air Staff also pointed out that 

in Australia trained personnel v/oro available in excess 

of aircrafto He thought, therefore, that it might be a 

better plan to arrange for sufficient Kittyhawks to equip 

three squadrons to be.made available from the United States, 

together with a sufficient supply of aircraft of the same . 

type to maintain the squadrons thereafter  He believed 
a


that this would result in giving Australia greater help at 

greater speed, and with more economy of general effort, than 

by sending three squadrons from this countryo 


DR. EVATT said that the arrival in Australia from 

this country of three Spitfire squadrons, including one United 

Kingdom Spitfire squadron, would have a tremendous effect. 


This matter was then discussed by the War Cabinet, and. 

the Ministers present agreed that these three squadrons 

should be sent as proposed, notwithstanding the fact that 

the supply of Kittyhawks would be a more economical use of 

.resourceso The symbolic effect of sending these squadrons 

from this country would be very great0 Moreover, it must 

be borne in mind that while there were Australian squadrons 

fighting in this country, and an Australian Division in the 

Middle East 9 there were at present no United Kingdom units 

in Australia.) ,
 t 


THE PRIME MINISTER asked the Chief of the Air Staff 

to draw up a paper explaining shortly the measures proposed 

for the despatch of these three squadrons to Australian 

This should form a basis for a communication to bo made- by 

Dr. Evatt to the Australian Government. No comminication 

should be sent in the meantime by the United Kingdom 

authorities on the matter. 


DR. BVATT expressed his gratitude to 

the War Cabinet for the decision reached,, He hoped that it 

would be understood that the despatch of the two Australian 

squadrons was a decision of the United Kingdom Government, 

and that it would not be said that the Commonwealth Govern
ment had asked for their recall. 


THE PRIME MINISTER assented and added that, notwith
standing our own diff iculties,we wouldtate all ̂ possible steps to 

see that nothing was lacking which would ensure the 

successful operation of these squadrons in Australia. 


DR. EVATT also asked that the decisions taken
should not be regarded as affecting Australian 

applications for allocations of aircraft to the South 

West Pacific^ . . 


THE'5PRIME MINISTER assented,, pointing out that; the 

three squadrons were a special contribution to Australia 

in an emergency. 


Great George Street, S.W.1. 
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M L  1 A 3 )  . 66th CONCLTTRTOWPt. 
Confidential Annex. 


(25th Kay, 1948 - 6,30 p.m,) 


i S o S *Re The War Cabinet had before them two 

Memoranda by the Foreign Secretary (W,P.(42) 318 and 


previous 220)e The former paper contained the text of an 

Referencei alternative draft Treaty - referred to in this record 

.V,M.(42) 58th as the "Treaty of Mutual Assistance". This was 

[Conclusions, proposed in place of the draft Political and Military 

ilinute 1,) Treaties,, 


The latter paper comprised 


(a)	 The text of the draft Political and 

Military Treaties. 


(b)	 A record of the five meetings held with 

the Soviet Delegation between Sl^t .rr.^ t o M a y * 


(c)	 A Memorandum setting out three points on 

the draft Political Treaty cm which, 

agreement had not been reached,, 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that since these 

Papers had been prepared for circulation,- the position 

had undergone considerable change. At the end of the 

Meeting held on.the afternoon of Friday 22nd May, 

difficolties were still being encountered in regard to 

the manner in which Poland1s interests should be 

safeguarded under the Political Treaty in connection 
 Ifwith her frontier with the Soviet Union,j*u^iMM*-,-*vi*'ft*^* 

^ u , ,seemed/ that the time had come when it would be desirable 
to invite Mc Molotov to consider whether we should 
take as a new starting-point the alternative draft 
Treaty which offered to the Soviet Union a Treaty of 
Mutual Assistance for, say, twenty years,-

The Prime Minister and he had spent Friday 

evening with the Soviet Delegation, The Prime Minister 

had given tho Delegation an account of the world 

position, and had finished up by referring to the 

suggested treaty of Mutual Assistance, 


At the Meeting on Saturday afternoon,-the 

text of the draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance had been 

handed to M* Molotov, 


Another important development had been that 

on Saturday Mr-.. Winant had seen M. Molotov and had 

spoken to him very frankly about the dangers of 

proceeding with a Treaty on the "basis of the draft 

Political Treaty. M, Molotov had then asked Mr. Winantrs 

views as to the effect in America of proceeding with the 

Treaty of ,Mrt^..^ Assistance, Mr. Winant had said that 
he V *  n h a  t a Treaty on these lines would.be 

-""el^omea in the United States, 

http://would.be




1


 : On Sunday night Molotov had told the 

Foreign Secretary that he liked the Treaty of 

Mutual Assistance better than he expected. 


At a. Meeting held that afternoon Mo Molotov 

had informed the Foreign Secretary that he had 

reported to his Government that both the Prime 

Minister and the Foreign Secretary were in favour 

of concluding a Treaty of Mutual Assistance, and that . 

Mr. Winant had confirmed that President, Roosevelt 

would also prefer this course. He had informed his.. 

-Government that the draft Treaty of .Mutual Assistance 

was, in his (Mo Molotov's) view, of great importance. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he and 

Mo Molotov had then discussed the text of the draft 

Treaty of Mutual Assistance. At the end of the 

discussion M. Molotov had said that he might receive 

instructions from his Government on the matter in 

the near future. If he received instructions, would 

the Foreign Secretary'be prepared to sign the Treaty . 

of Mutual Assistance on the following day? The 

Foreign Secretary had said that he was meeting his 

colleagues that evening, and that he had little doubt 

that they would be ready to agree to this course. 


The War Cabinet then went through the 

draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance (W.P.(4S) 218). 

The view taken was that the Treaty of Mutual 

Assistance was greatly to be preferred to the 

draft Political and Military Treaties and that we 

should welcome a Treaty on these lines. 


The Foreign Secretary said that the only 

point of substance which had been raised concerned 

-the second sub-paragraph of Article IV. "This sub
paragraph provided that the Treaty of Mutual Assistance 

should remain in force for twenty years, unless and. 

until it. was superseded by the adoption of - the proposals 

contemplated in Article III (i;. M. Molotov had 

asked who would decide whether the Treaty of Mutual 

Assistance was so superseded? The War Cabinet agreed 

that the Treaty, of Mutual Assistance would remain in 

force for the stipulated period (20 years) unless 

both parties agreed that it was superseded by the 

proposals contemplated in Article III (!)* 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had 

reminded M. Maisky that both the Russians and 

ourselves were under an obligation to tell Turkey 

before we. signed a Treaty. He proposed that they 

should see the Turkish Ambassador in London together 

mid inform him of what was proposed. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he was now 

convinced that M, Molotov was anxious to co-operate 

with us after the "war. It was also quite evident 

that M. Litvinoff had not kept the U.S.S.R. 

authorities informed of opinion in the U.S.A, 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that if* 

contrary to expectation, M0 Molotoy did not 

receive authority to sign the Treaty of Mutual 

Assistance and reverted to the former draft it 

would be undesirable that a Treaty on the lines 

of the former draft should be signed before 

Mo Molotov had visited the United States., He also 

emphasised the importance of keeping secret, for 

'thb present, the signing of the proposed Treaty. 


The War Cabinet:
(1) Agreed to the conclusion with 


the Soviet Union of a Treaty 

of Mutual Assistance on the 

lines set out. in W,P.(43) 218: 


(2) Took note that the Secretary 

of State for Dominion Affairs 

had made arrangements to 

telegraph to the Dominion Prime 

Ministers informing them of the 

latest developments, and that 

the Dominion High Commissioners 

in London would be informed of 

the position on the following 

dfternoon. 


Great George Street, S W 0 l * 
e
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( 26th May , 1942 -. IV 0 p. nu ) 


IU.S.S.R. ' THE PRIME MINISTER said that M. Molotov had 

now informed us that the U,S.SoR0 accepted the 

[(Previous alternative draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance^, 
$Reference: Subject to Cabinet approval,, the Treaty would be 
J/.M.(42) 66th signed that afternoono 
Conclusions.) 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that the 

amendments proposed in the '"oxt as. circulated 


(See W.P.(42) 218) were quite minor in importance, 

and it was hardly necessary for him to bring them 

before the War Cabinet. The wording of the second 

paragraph of Article IT had been amended on the 

lines indicated to the War Cabinet on the previous 

day, and the title of the Treaty had also been 

alteredo 


The Foreign Secretary added that he had 

seen the Turkish Ambassador and the representative 

of the Polish Government in this country, and had 

informed them of what was proposed,, They had both 

expressed themselves as pleased, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that Mo Molotov 

had asked that the Treaty should be kept secret 

until he had returned to Russia after his visit 

to the United States. He (the Prime Minister) 

thought that there would be advantage in public': '' 

the Treaty while M. Molotov was in the United States0 


But this was an aspect of the matter n which foist 

defer to Russian wishes, and all practicable steps 

must be taken to ensure secrecyo 


The Prirao Minister said that the War 

Cabinet were greatly indebted to the Foreign 

Secretary for his skilful handling of the negotiations 


, and for the very satisfactory result which had been 

achieved. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY thanked all his 

colleagues,and particularly the Prime Minister, for 

the help and support which they had given him in the 

matter. 


The War Cabinet 


Authorised the Foreign secretary to 

sign the Treaty that afternoon, and 

took note that for the present the 

signature of the Treaty must be kept 

secreto 


Great George Street, S.w.l* 
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(26th May, 1942, 5=45 p,m. ) 


 THE FOREIGN SECRETARY informed Ministers 
present of the course of the negotiations with the 

 So/let Delegation, as recounted at the two previous 
 Meetings attended by War Cabinet Ministers only, and 

 added that the Treaty had been signed that afternoon 
 just before the present Meetinge By the signature of 

tho alternative draft Treaty, which made no reference 
to the thorny frontier questions,, we had avoided the 
difficulties which had faced us throughout these 
negotiations^ Furthermore, the United States would be 
greatly pleased by the changed situation.. Our 
relations with the U.S..S.R, were now on an entirely 
different and far more satisfactory footingo 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the whole 

situation had been transformed in the last two or 

throe dayso For this successful upshot of the 

negotiations the War Cabinet were greatly indented 

to the Foreign Secretary,, He asked the Foreign 

Secretary to arrange for one or two copies of the 

text of the Treaty, as signed, to be circulated tc 

Ministers of Cabinet rank? seriatim,, 


The importance of maintaining secrecy was 

again stressed0 There was reason to fear that news 

that Mc Molotov had been in this country and that 

negotiations had been proceeding,,- was known to one or 

two neutral Embassies and would be passed out of tb.n 

country by them. It was understood that the Sovi. 

Delegation recognised this, but would be satisfied 

so long as we stopped all publication in this 

country of rumours relating to the visit of the. 

Soviet Delegation and the Treaty negotiations^ It 

was understood that the "D,! Notice which had been 

issued, to the Press was framed in sufficiently broad 

terms to achieve this objects 
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('S9th May, 1943 - 11c0 a,m. ) 


COAL PRODUCTION 1. The War Cabinet had before them:-

AND FUEL 

RATIONING. A Memorandum by the Lord President (W Po(42) 224) 
a


on the re-organisation of the; coal mining 

(previous industry0 
References: 

W.M.(42) 46th A Memorandum by the Lord President (W.P.(42) 226) 

Conclusions, on the coal produ ,;".ion programme for 1942/430 
Minute 1: and 

W.M.(42) 62nd A Memorandum by the President "of the Board of 

Conclusions, Trade (WoP.(42j 225) on fuel rationingo 

Minute lo) 


THE LORD PRESIDENT said that he had" embodied 

in his Memorandum WoPo(42) 224 the unanimous 

conclusions of the Committoo appointed to work out 

the details of a system of war-time control over the 

coal mining industry with a view to increasing 

production (W.M.(42) 46th Conclusions, Minute l(xi)). 

He summarised the committee5s main proposals for 

securing increased output through direct Government 

control; exercised through a strong Regional 

organisation, over the policy and general conduct 

of mining operations^ The scheme would not involve 

the requisitioning of the mines, nor indeed any 

interference with the existing financial structure 

of the industry. Tho Committee believed that, if 

the co-operation and goodwill of both sides of the 

industry could be secured,this scheme of re
organisation should arrest the decline in output 

of coal per man-shift worked and, in addition, 

should give some net increase in outputo 


The Lord President's Committee had reviewed 

the coal production programme for 1942/43 in the 

light of these proposals for tho re-organisation, of 

the industry and of the progress made in securing 

the release of ox^niner-s from the Fighting Services, 

Civil Defence and industry under the decisions 

already reached by the War Cabinet on the 10th April 

(W.M.(42) 46th Conclusions. Minute l(i)-(iii))0 -

It was now estimated that, in pursuance of those 

decisions, the labour force of tho industry would 

be increased by 11 ,,300 menj and in present 

circumstances the Committee no longer thought it 

necessary to ask for the withdrawal of examiners 

from Field Force units in the Army £fc home  Further^ c


if the proposals for re-organisation were introduced 

at once and pressed forward vigorously, the Committee 






thought it would be unnecessary to introduce at this 

stage the scheme for rationing domestic"fuclQ wc should^, 

however, be ready to introduce this scheme at short, 

notice, if it became necessary to do so, and all 

administrative preparations should therefore bo made for 

the introduction of the scheme outlined in'W*P.(42) 225Q


The forms should be issued, and the assessments made.? 

and a strong appeal should also be made for voluntary 

economy in the domestic consumption of all forms of fuel0 


The position should be kept under review in the light 

of the coal output actually securedc 


THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE agreed that, 

if the proposed scheme of re-organisation could be put 

into operation quickly with the goodwill of tho industry 

behind it, it was justifiable to accept the risks involved 

in postponing the introduction of fuel rationing. Ho had 

reached this conclusion with some reluctance, and he 

believed that the risks involved were substantial Moroovo: 

he felt bound to inform the War Cabinet that it would be 

much more difficult to introduce fuel rationing at a 

later stage, when some householders would already have laid 

in stocks against the winter. 


As regards the form which rationing should take, 
he had held numerous consultations since the question had 
been debated in Parliament and had come to the conclusion 
that there would be very great difficulty in operating 
any scheme which did not involve the surrender of couponso 
Prom,conferences which had been held with the Local Fuel 
Overseers, it was clear that the alternative schemes which 
had been, suggested would be less fair to consumers,, would 
involve more administrative staff, and would be less 
certain to achieve the necessary economy of fuelo The 
points scheme originally proposed had been simplifiedP 

and modified in certain respects. In particular, 
provision had been made for an overriding limit by which, 
if a householder satisfies the Local Fuel Overseer that 
his previous fuel consumption has not been unduly high;,
it will not be reduced by more than 33^%o 

The details of the amended scheme were outli" 

in WoP,(42) 225. The scheme had been brought before 

the Lord President's Committee, in accordance with the 

request made by the War Cabinet at their meeting on 

the 12th May (W,M.(42) 62nd Conclusions); and the 

Committee had agreed unanimously that, if domestic fuel 

had to be rationed, this scheme was the best, and indeed 

the only practicable scheme so far devised for that . 

purpose. 


In discussion, the following points were 

raiseds

(a)	 Every effort must be made to close the gap 

between intake into, and wastage from the 

coal-mining industry. The entry of boys 

into the industry was being considered by 

the Porster Committee, whose report was 

expected by the end of June. Some reduction 

in the wastage of middle-aged men might be 

secured by the establishment of a Medical 

Consultative Service for the industry, on 






the, lines suggested in-paragraph 8, of 

WoP;,(42) 224* Apart from helping to retain 

men in The mines, such a scheme would also 

ho valuable from the point of view of 

conserving the nation1s man-power generally; 

for., even in cases where a man was not fit 

for continued work in the mine, early 

romedial treatment could often fit him for 

other industrial employment. 


The- scheme of re-organisation did not deal with 

the question of wages,, The men's representatives 

were at present discussing with the owners a 

claim for a national minimum wage of £4.5.0 a 

week and an increase in rates per shift. The 

owners would no doubt invite the views of the 

Government on this application. While it was 

undesirable to disturb the ascertainment 

procedure, which was of long standing, it must 

bo borne in mind that there was a new feature 

in the situation today, namely that the State 

had stepped in to prevent men leaving the 

pits for better paid work elsewhere. This might 

afford justification for some supplementary 

allowance os* payment outside the ascertainment 

procedure, the cost of which would not fall on 

the industry, but might have to be borne by the 

Exchequer. 


There was something to be said for settling 

quickly the question of a national minimum 

wage, and leaving the rest of the claim for 

detailed negotiation in the hope of relating 

this part of the a/rard to increased output, 

whether in the form of an output bonus or 

otherwise. 


The proposed White Paper would not deal with 

the financial implications of the re-organisation 

soixeme..- m the statement in Parliament, however 

it could be said that these questions, including 

wages questions, would be the subject of 

consultation with both sides of the industry. 


The Lord Presidents report contemplated that the 

new scheme of,Government control would continue 

ponding a final decision by Parliament on the 

future organisation of the industry. It was 

important, from the point of view of restoring 

a good spirit in the industry,- that the 

Government should show their determination that 

the industry should not be let down after the 

war. This was merely a plan;, for the wartime 

control of the industry; the long-term future 

of the industry would continue to be studied 

as part of the problems of post-war 

reconstruction,. 


The War Cabinet gave general approval to the 

recommendations in the two Memoranda, 

submitted by the Lord President and in 

particular 


(a) Approved the coal production programme 

for 1942/43 as outlined in W.P.(42) 226. 






(b) Approved the proposals for the re
organisation of the coal-mining 
industry set out in WaP 0 (42) 224,, 

(c)	 Docided that it was unnecessary at 

this stage to ration the domestic 

consumption of fuels but agreed 


-
that, if iu subsequently became 

necessary GO do so? domestic fuel 

should be rationed by the points 

scheme outlined in W.P. ( 4 2 ) 225o 

(d) Agreed that all administrative 

preparations should be made, including 

the issue of forms and the making of 

assessments, so that the rationing 

scheme could be introduced at short 

notice.
c


(o)	 Docided that there should be an appeal 

to the public to practice the maximum 

voluntary e conomy in the domestic 

consumption of all forms of fuelj 

and asked the President of the Board of 


' Trade to discuss with the Minister of 

Information measures for securing 

sustained publicity for this purpose. 


Ho The War Cabinet took the following decisions 

on procedures 

(a)	 Invited the President of the Board of 

Trade to circulate, for consideration 

by the War Cabinet at their meeting on 

Monday, June lct?""the draft of a 

Vilhite Paper containing a comprehensive 

statement of the Government1 s policy 

for increasing the production and 

restricting the consumption of coal. 


(b) Agreed that the White Paper should be 

presented to Parliament on Wednesday, 

June Srdi that the Governments 

proposals should be disclosed to 

representatives of both sides of the 

industry at a meeting to be held earlier 

that days and that arrangements should 

be made for the White paper to be 

debated in the House of Commons during 

the following week0 The Lord Privy Seal 

was invited to discuss with the 

Ministers concerned the arrangements for 

Government speakers in the debateft 


Great George Street, s . W a l 0 
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THE PRESS, The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum 

by the Home Secretary (W.P.(42) 230) regarding the ban 


The "Daily- on the "Daily Worker " . 

Worker" . 


The Memorandum referred to the growing 

(Previous support for the view that, having regard to the changed 

Reference: attitude of the Communist Party towards the war, the 

W.M.(41) 72nd continued prohibition of this newspaper was no longer 

Conclusions, justifiable and involved an undesirable interference 

Minute 6. ) with the freedom of the press. The Home'Secretary1s own 


viev/ was that,, while there could be no question of 

revoking the ban immediately, revocation ought to be 

considered at some appropriate date, if possible before 

the end of the war0 Por his guidance in answering 

forthcoming Questions in Parliament, the Home Secretary 

wished to know whether the War Cabinet shared his view and 

in particular, whether they agreed that requests for the 

immediate lifting of the ban should continue to be 


In discussion THE HOME SECRETARY reminded the 

War Cabinet that at the recent Conference of the Labour 

Party a resolution in favour of the lifting of the ban 

had been carried by a small majority. The question was 

likely to be considered at other Conferences, and the 

adoption of similar resolutions would be embarrassing. 

In particular, it would be awkward if the Trades Union 

Congress passed such a resolution. So long as the 

Communist Party maintained their present attitude towards 

the war and continued to refrain from the open 

prosecution of their' revolutionary aims it would become 

increasingly difficult to hold the position. 


The general feeling of the War Cabinet was that 

it would be preferable to await further developments, at 

any rate until the beginning of September next, and that 

meanwhile nothing should be said to imply that the 

Government had any intention of modifying their policy in 

respect of the "Daily Worker"* 


The War Cabinet took note with approval 

of the attitude which the Home Secretary 

proposed to adopt in answering Parliamentary 

Questions on this subject, as set out in 

his Memorandum W,P.(42) 230* 


Great George Street, SicWolo 
0 
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(Tuesday, 2^L,June, 1942, 12-30 p,m.) 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that General de 

Gaulle wished to make a tour of Free French Colonies 

in West Africa. Ho had proposed to make this visit 

some time ago^ hut had then been persuaded to post
pono it on the grounds that, owing to M. Lavalfs 

recent accession to office in Vichy France, the time 

was inopportune and his presence was needed in this 

country,-, 


The Foreign Secretary said that he was 

willing to try to persuade General de Gaulle to post
pone his visit again; but if he failed to do so, he 

would deprecate imposing a definite veto on General 

de Gaulle's going abroado 


- THE PRIME MINISTER thought that there were 

grave risks in allowing General de Gaulle to go to 

French West Africa, where he might make statements 

very unfavourable to this country. He thought it was 

much better that he should remain here until a proper 

Free French Council had been formed, and that gentle, 

but firm influence should be brought to bear on him 

to stay here on the ground that he was greatly needed 

in this countryo 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that lie thought 

it should be left that he would do his best to 

persuade General de Gaulle to stay in this country, 

but that if his endeavours were unsuccessful he would 

again raise the matter at the Cabinet. 


The War Cabinet took note of these 

statements. 
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(llth June, 1942 - 11 'a.m.) 


ITUEE THE PRIME MINISTER gave the T/ar Cabinet a general 

lERATIONS review of the state of planning in all theatres. 

revious CD CONTINENTAL OPERATIONS. 

lef erence: 

H.M.(42) The Prime Minister explained that he had made a 

lo til Con- most careful examination, in consultation with the Chiefs of 

plus ions.) Staff, of the action which we could take in 1942 and 1943 


to help Russia. 


As a result of this study, he had reached the 

conclusion, with which the Chiefs of Staff were in full agree
ment, that operations in 1942 should he governed by the 

following two principles:

(i) No substantial landing in Prance in 1942 unless 

we are going to stay: and 


(ii) No substantial landing in Prance unless the 

Germans are demoralised by failure 

against Russia. 


He had handed the previous evening an Aide Memoire 

(copy annexed) to Mo Molotov summarising the action which we 

proposed to take and this had been well received. 


Broadly speaking, the operations divided themselves 

into three phases; first, the immediate future; next, what 

we could do in the Autumn of 1942 and finally, the operations 
for 1943. 

(a) "Rutter". 


This would take place shortly. It was a "butcher 

and bolt" raid on the Continent of about 24 hours' duration, 

employing some 6,000 to 7,000 men. 

(h) "Sledgehammer". 


This was a large scale operation employing six 

Divisions, or possibly more,.if circumstances were favourable, 

T h e carrying out of this operation was entirely dependent on 

the situation on the Rucsian front, and was only considered to 

be practicable if German morale had st ,.rted to crack. It 






would take two months to assemble the necessary shipping 

and September would be the last month in which it could be 

carried out, owing to weather conditions. It had been 

explained to H. Molotov that a landing on the Continent 


$ this year which was doomed to failure,-, and resulted in 

another Dunkirk with.considerable slaughter, would do 

nothing to help the Russians and would, moreoverP prejudice 

the larger scale operations planned for 1943* 


The Prime Minister, emphasised that in his talks with 

the -Russians ho had not committed us in any way to do 

"Sledgehammer"o The conditions in which .e might undertake 

the operation had been clearly explained to and understood 

by them. In his own view, it seemed unlikely that these 

conditions would obtain, but it was clearly right that all 

preparations for the operation should go ahead0 


In the ensuing discussion, there was general 

agreement 

(a) That we should not attempt any major landing on 

the Continent this year, unless we intended to 

stay there, 


(b) That all plans and preparations for "Sledgehammer" 

should be pressed forward with the greatest 

vigour, on the understanding that the operation 

would not be launched, except in conditions 

which hold out a good prospect of success, 


(c) That the Chiefs of staff should have authority to 

ask for the necessary shipping to be taken up for 

"Sledgehammer" on the 1st July, without 

further reference to the War Cabinet3 


(c) "Imperator", 


This operation had been planned as a large scale 

raid to follow "Ruttor"o The forces employed were to have 

amounted to one division and some armoured units, which were 

to remain on the Continent for three or four days. Their 

objective was to have been ABBEVILLE or AMIENS, and it had 

been hoped to bring on an air battle in which we might 

subject the German Air Force to considerable wastage. 


The Prime Minister said that he was strongly 

opposed to this operation. He had explained his views to 

the Chiefs of Staff and the latter had expressed their 

complete agreement with them. The operation had therefore' 

been cancelled, This decision met with,general approval as 

being in accordance with the policy sec out under (,D;. 


(d) "Roundup". 


This operation was one of grand conception 

involving an assault on the Continent employing no less than 

one million American troops, together with about twenty-one 

British Divisions, of which six or seven would be armoured. 

The enemy coast line would be assaulted in force at many 

points. There was no limit to the scope or objectives. 






The operation would probably not be ^egun 

at the date contemplated in the original Marshall Plan, i*e, 

1st ApriL3943o It was unlikely-that the American forces would 

be trained in time. Some hold-up in training would be 

occasioned by the preparations for ''Sledgehammer", and the 

weather would be much better a little later in the Springe 

Moreover, by postponing the date of the assault from the 

1st April to the 1st May, we should have by the later date, 

nearly 30 per cents "lore landing craft available. 


There was general agreement that "Roundup" should 

not take place before the 1st May,, 


(e) Northern Norwayo 


The Prime Minister said that he had given much 

thought to an operation in Northern Norway,, Clearly we 

could not do "Sledgehammer" and a Norway operation at the 

same time. Nevertheless, as in his view it was unlikely 

that "Sledgehammer" would take placeP it was all the more 

important to give careful study to what could be done in this 

strategically important area in the far Northo A firm 

foothold in Northern Norway would immensely increase the 

security of our Russian Convoys and would open the highway 

to the South and enable us to start to unroll Hitler's map 

of Europe from the top  The chief bar to action at the 
e
present time was the presence of a considerable German air 

force in Northern Norway which was menacing our sea 

communications round the North Cape to Russia,, If we could 

get ashore and obtain the us. of tho aerodromes for ourselves? 

the tables would be turnedo 


Continuing, the Prime Minister thought we mast not be . 

unduly influenced by our experiences in the 1940 Norway 

campaign. Even then we had landed and re-embarked a 

considerable force with little or no Anti-Aircraft defences0 


A successful operation in Northern Norway would have great 

effect on opinion in Finland and Sweden. The Prime Minister 

asked the Chiefs of Staff to give the most earnest 

consideration to the possibility of a landing in Northern 

Norway on the broad lines that he had suggested, 


(f) "Jackpot"o 


The Prime Minister said that the Chiefs of Staff 

had now reconsidered the situation and were of the 

opinion that an occupation of "Jackpot" was not essential 

for the protection of our convoys to Russia. He outlined 

the circumstances leading up to the present situation and 

explained that the suwivcrs of Da Sverdruu" s expedition 

were now prepared, provided they could obtain certain 

reinforcements, to evict a small German party now installed 

in one of the fiords. The proposal was that the Norwegians 

should provide this reinforcement. 


It was reported that the Norwegians had not shown 

themselves very taken with this idea, and it had. therefore been 

agreed that, if necessary, British volunteers should be 

called for to augment the Norwegian expedition,. Every effort 

must be made to give the small force all necessary 

equipment, particularly L.A*Ao guns0 






The Prime Minister read out to the War Cabinet 

a telegram which he had sent to C-ensral Auchinleck 

(0Zh20 of 9/6) offering him the 8th Armoured and Uhth 

British Divisions for the Middle East., and General 

Auchinleck1 s reply (CS/1230 of 10/6) 


He mentioned that it had beer., suggested to the 

Commander-in-Chief, that, on the arrival of the 8th Armoured 

Division and ^;hth Division^ he might send back to India one 

Indian division and an Indian armoured brigade9 No final 

decision need, however, yet bo ta*£on on tho latter movement0 


The War Cabinet were informed that the question 

of sending one or possibly two more divisions to the 

Middle East after the 51st Division had left at the end 

of this month, was being considered. This could be done 

without any serious prejudice to "Roundup"0 


(3) ASSISTANCE TO CHINA. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had recently given 

much thought, in consultation with the Chiefs of Staff, to 

measures to assist China and, in particular, to the 

possibility of offensive operations in the late summer or 

autumn to re-open the supply line through Burma0 There were 

now in India, Or shortly would be, three entirely British 

Divisions. 


Future allocation of troops to India would depend 
on whether the Russian Front held or brokeo If the former, 
then more troops could be sent to General Wave11* 

(h) MALTA. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that General Marshall had 

now agreed that a force of about 20 American Liberators, 

which had been sent to the Middle East for a specific 

operation which was due to take place that day, could be 

used for attacking the Italian Battlefleet, if they should 

attempt to interfere with the Convoys HARPOON and VIGOROUS
s 
This was most satisfactory, particularly as the negotiations 

had been carried through oh the Staff level and it had not 

been necessary to invoke the President's assistance. 


THE WAR CABINET were informed of the general scope 

of HARPOON and VIGOROUS9 


(5) "BOLERO". 


THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE said 

that valuable time was being lost in making ready for the 

reception of the American forces in this country because 

the plans for their accommodation had not yet been 

settled. If advantage was to be taken of the fine weather 

and long hours of daylight, it was of great importance that 

the plans should be completed as a matter of urgency, so that 

the construction arrangements for the camps, etc., could 

proceed without further delays 






AIDE MEMOIRE. 


After a most thorough and comprehensive examination 

all possible steps which We could take to draw the weight 

Russia, we have reached the following conclusions:

(i) In accordance with our agreement\. we will, to 

the best of our ability, continue to send 

supplies of aircraft, tanks, and other war 

equipment to Russia by the hazardous Northern 

route and by the Persian route. 


(ii) In the air we are already containing in the 

various theatres of war about one half of the 

German.fighter strength and one third of their 

bomber strength. With a view to forcing the 

Germans to make further withdrawals from their 

air strength in the East, we shall continue our 

bombing of German towns and industry, and also 

our day bomber and fighter offensive over 

Occupied Prance9 


(iii) We have despatched, and will continue to despatch 

considerable reinforcemenos to Libya,, where v/e 

have confronting us 11 Axis Divisions, 

including two German Armoured Divisions and 

one German ,Motorised Division. We intend to 

keep the enemy fighting hard in this theatre0 


Malta has for the last four months contained 

considerable German air forces in Sicily. At 

one time they'had over i+00 first-line -, aircraft 

pounding the Island. We have sent, arid will 

continue to send, large fighter reinforcements 

to keep the air battle going there0 


(iv) We shall continue our policy of raids against 

selected points on the Continent. These raids 

will increase in size and scope as the summer 

goes on. By this means we are preventing the 

Germans from transferring any of their 33. '-

Divisions in Y/estern Europe' to their Eastern 

front, and keeping them constantly on the 

alert, never knowing at what point the next 

attack may come. 


(v) -We are making preparations for a landing on the 

Continent in August or September 194-2. As 

already explained- the main limiting factor to 

the size of the landing force is the 

availability of special landing craft. Clearly, 

however, it would not further either the 

Russian cause or that of the Allies as a whole 

if, for the sake of action at any price, we 


tag 






embarked on some operation which ended in 

disaster and gave the enemy.an opportunity for 

glorification at our discomforture. It is 

impossible to say in advance whether the 

situation will be such as to make this operation 

feasible when the time comes0 We can therefore 

give no promise in the matter, hut, provided 

that it appears sound and sensible, we shall 

not hesitate to put our plans into effect0 


(vi) We are prepared$ if the idea appeals to the 

Russian Government, to send a force of 4 

fighter and 2 fighter-bomber squadrons to 

Murmansk, v/ith a view to releasing Russian 

air forces for operations on other parts of the 

Russian front. The British squadrons could 

arrive about the end of July, Does this 

project appeal to our friends? 


(vii) Is the Russian Government still attaching any 

importance to a combined Russian--British, 


( viii) 


operation in the Petsamo area, such as has been 

previously suggested? If so., we should be 

pleased to start conversations' with the Russian 

Staff on this subject.,' 


Finally, and most important of all, we are 
concentrating our maximum effort on the 
organisation and preparation of a large 
scale invasion of the Continent of Europe 
by British and American forces in 1943 o We' 
are setting no limit to the scope and 
objectives of this campaign., which will 
he carried out in the fir st instance by 
over a million men f British and American, 
with air forces of appropriate strength. 
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T  O BE KEPT UNDER LOCK AND KEY.	 -


It is requested that special care may be taken to 
ensure the secrecy of this document. 

MOST SECRET.	 COPY NO 
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W o M o ( 4 2 ) 7 5 T H C O N C L U S I O N S , M I N U T P 2, 


Confidential Annex. 


( 1 6 t h June, 1 9 4 2 - 1 2 Noon). 


DISCIPLINE	 The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 

IN THE ARMY, the Secretary of State for War ( W . P . ( 4 S ) 2 5 2 ) reporting 


that representations had been received from the Commander
in-Chief, Middle East, pressing for legislation to i 

reintroduce into the Army Act the death penalty for the ! 

offences of desertion in the field and cowardice in the 

face of the enemy. 


The general view of the War Cabinet was that if 


at any time the morale of the Army suffered a serious 
deterioration, there would be no option but to reintroduce 
the death penalty for these offences. It was clear, 
however, from the report of the Commander-in-Chief, Middle 
East, that the state of morale of the Army under his command 
did not Justify this course- of action at the present time0 


Moreover,, account must be taken of the fact that the 

re introduction of the death penalty for these offences 

would have a most unfortunate political effect, and would 

give rise to rumours that the morale of the Army had been 

seriously impaired. 


In discussion, reference was made to the"practice 

of deferred sentences which had been adopted in the last 

war, with beneficial results. 


The War Cabinet:
( 1 )	 Decided that no case had been established 


for the reintroduction into the Army Act 

of the death penalty for desertion in the 

field and cowardice in the face of the 

enemy: 


( 2 )	 Invited the Secretary of State for War to 

take up the question of the introduction 

of deferred sentences, in appropriate 

cases
c 










T O B E K T U ^ D E R L O C K A N D KEY. 

It is requested that special care may betaken to 

ensure the secrecy of this document. 

MOST SECRET COPY NO. 


W .Mo(42) 73TH CONCLUSIONS. 
Confidential Annex 


(21st June, 1942 - 10.30 p.m.) 


LITARY Copies of the following telegrams dated 21st 
TUATION. SPune were circulated to the War Cabinet during the 

meetings
ddle East. 

(i) Personal Telegram36 to C.I.G.S. from 

revious General Auchinleck on the situation at 

ef erence: Tobruk and giving' General Ritchie's 

.M.(42)60th appreciation, urging a withdrawal to Matruh. 

conclusions). 


(ii) Signal"1" from Commander-in-chief, Mediterranean, 

to the Admiralty reporting his decision to 

send units of the Eastern Fleet south of the 

Canal to await events. 


(iii) Telegram/ from Middle East Defence Council 

to Governor, Malta, on the transfer of 20 

Spitfires to Egypt as a temporary reinforce
ment. 


(iv) A Personal Telegram^ to the Prime Minister from 

the Minister of State summarising conclusions 

reached by the Middle East Defence Committee 

and suggesting despatch of immediate reinforce
ments of heavy bombers from- the'United States 

and of submarines from the United Kingdom or the 

United States. 


(v) Telegram// from Middle East Defence Committee 

giving an appreciation of the general position 

and a summary of the action taken to meet the 

situation resulting from the impending fall 

of Tobruk. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

said that in the course of a telephone conversation with 

the Prime Minister the latter had suggested that the War 

Cabinet should meet at once to consider the situation 

in Egypt as a result of the very unexpected developments 

at Tobruk.- . 


5E No. CS/1301 

* No. 12090/21 June 

ffNo. CC/67 
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THE VICE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

said that the garrison, of Tobruk was believed to consist 

of five brigade groups - one Guards' brigade, two South 

African brigades, one Indian brigade and an Army Tank 

brigade consisting of 60 tanks, mostly Valentines, The 

German claim to have captured 25,000 men in the course of 

the attack which had developed early on Saturday morning 

might well be approximately corrects 


An appreciation-1' received from General Auchinleck 

the previous day credited us with about 110 tanks (exclud
ing those in Tobruk) and the enemy with between 100 and 

130o We had a further 174 tanks, most of which were with 

the 10th Armoured Division in process of re-equipping, in 

the Delta area. 


In this telegram General Auchinleck had given an 

estimate of the tank s trength at 1st July in which he 

credited us with 381 (excluding the 8th Armoured Division) 

and the enemy with between 350 and 520 depending on the 

efficiency of his tank recovery service0 The ships 

carrying the tanks of the 8th Armoured Division were 

already beginning to arrive at Suez and it was hoped that 

^00 Valentines would have been unloaded by the end of 

the week. The remaining 240 Valentines in this Division 

should all have been unloaded by the 3rd week in July, 


General Nye then outlined oixr present defensive 

dispositions and read out General Auchinleck's report of 

the artillery estimated to be available to the 8th Army. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF than gave the Committee 

a brief appreciation of the relative air strength. The 

enemy were credited with about 700 serviceable aircraft in 

the Eastern Mediterranean area whereas Air Marshal Tedder 

was believed to have 550* Reinforcements of about 380 

all types would be reaching the Middle East this month and 

a further 580 all types were due in July, including 60 

for Malta, 


The main point dealt v/ith in the discussion was 

the choice between the two courses set out in Paragraph 8 

of the telegram from the Middle East Defence Committee, namely 

between fighting the enemy on the frontier defences and 

delaying the enemy on the frontier while withdrawing the 

main body of the Eighth Army to the Matruh defences^ 


The following were the main points made in the 

discussion on this point: 


(i) THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE drew 

attention to the defensive attitude ̂ shown in the 

telegrams from the Middle Easto Wei should not 

tolerate the suggestion that Rommel and his troops 

were superior to our own* The figures given 

to the Y/ar Cabinet:by General Nye did not confirm 

the impression that the enemy were in.overwhelming 

strength. Nevertheless, we now seemed to be 

witnessing the defeat of our forces in detail. 


4 No, .0C/6.5 of 20/6, 






He asked whether changes in the higher command 

should not be made. ' He also expressed surprise 

that the Sidi Hamra defensive area had not been 

developed, and that no mention was made of the 

possibility of airborne attack from Crete on the 

flank of our position, 


(ii) THE MINISTER OF PRODUCTION reminded the Cabinet 

that when General Auchinleck had been urged two 

months ago to stage an offensive in Cyrenaica, 

he had constantly affirmed that he was too 

weak in armour to do so with any prospect of 

successo' Recent events might well confirm the 

correctness of this view0 The position on the 

frontier would not be restored by changes in the 

higher commando Nevertheless, he doubted 

whether it was the right policy to leave the 

frontier to be held by rearguards only, 

Rommel, fresh from his success at Tobruk, would 

probably brush aside any weak detachments left 

to cover our withdrawalo 


(iii) MR. BRUCE thought that,if the policy of 

abandoning the frontier defences was accepted, 

it was optimistic to imagine that we should be 

able to hold the Matruh defences. He thought 

that big risks should be taken in attempting 

to defend the frontier positions, 


(iv) THE VICE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

pointed out that orders had already been issued 

to give effect to the policy of delaying the 

enemy on the frontier while withdrawing the 

main body of the Eighth Army to the Matruh 

def enccso In his view this decision was 

correct, provided that sufficient emphasis was 

placed on the importance of holding the frontier 

position as long as possible. This decision 

had been taken by the Commanders-in-Chief, in 

consultation with the Minister of State, and in 

possession of all the relevant factors including 

the condition of their own troops * 


The country to the South.of our frontier 

defensive position was well suited for operations 

by armoured forces and there was apparently 

nothing, except administrative difficulties, to 

stop Romac^s armoured forces from by-passing 

our positions^ By withdrawing to Matruh we 

should gain the advantage of fighting Rommel's 

armour 125 miles further from their base and of 

gaining time in which to assemble more armour 

for ourselveso 


(v) THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY drew attention 

to the importance of ensuring that, in the time 

thus gained for building up our armoured forces, 

the enemy was,not free to bring reinforcements 

across the Mediterranean^ We had been 

grappling with this problem ever since we had 

lost the power of interrupting the supply route 

by the operation of our surface forces, and we 

ought now to consider whether our long-range 

bomber resources in the Mediterranean were 

adequate for the task or whether we should 






divert some of our long-range bombers from their 

operations in Germany to assist the struggle in 

Libya0 


General agreement was expressed with the view that 

the decisions reached by the Commanders-in-Ohief and the 

Minister of State must bo acceptode At the same time it 

would be right for the War Cabinet to inform the Commanders
in-Chiet of the importance which, in their view, should 

be attached to a protracted defence of the frontier 

position, 


' A draft telegram was prepared by the Minister of 

Production and the Vice Chief of the Imperial General Staff 

and was later approved by the War Cabinet with cortain 

amendments * 


TIE WAR CABINET then considered what reinforce
ments, now on their way to other overseas theatres, could 

be diverted to the Middle Easto 


THE VICE C:.IEP OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

said that, if a decision were given at once, shipments of 

tanks consisting of 39 Valentines, 12 Stuarts and 76 Grants 

or Lees, most of which were intended for India, co\ild be 

diverted to reach Suez between 1st - 15th July. A 

decision regarding subsequent shipments could be deferred 

for a few days. The ships containing those tanks also 

carried a number of vehicles, some tank transporters and a 

large quantity of ammunition but no artillery of any kind. 

Experience had shown that it took some 3 weeks after un
loading for tank reinforcements to pass through workshops 

and reach the hands of the troops. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR ST.FF said that the ships 

containing the tanks carried some 24 Hurricanes which were 

intended for India but could be off-loaded in the Middle 

East, There wore a further 150 aircraft on their way out 

to India which could be diverted in due course, but a 

decision need not be taken at present. 


The possibility of getting more heavy bomber 

aircraft from America was being taken up with the United 

States authorities. There were atpresent 170 Wellingtons 

(categories A and B) in the Middle East and by the middle 

of July there would be two Halifax Squadrons (32 aircraft) 

and 40 - 50 Liberators,, A limit was imposed on the number 

of Halifax aircraft which could operate in the Middle East 

by the rate at which these aircraft could be tropicalised 

and by the fact that ground equipment and spares for only 

two sauadrons would be available in the Middle East, 

A steady flow of Wellingtons was being maintained from this 

country and could only be increased at the expense of other 

types. Priority at present was given to Beaufighters and 

Beauforts which were required for operations in connection 

with the next Malta convoy. 






THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that he 

had already sent a telegram to the Comraander-in-Chief, 

Mediterranean, on the operation of submarines in the 

Central Mediterranean, and a copy of this telegram had been 

repeated to G-emeral Ismay for the information of the Prime 

Minister, It was very doubtful whether we should be able 

to get the use of American submarines in this area and the 

only way of providing more of our own would be to take them 

off the task of protecting the Russian convoys, 


THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE said 

that every effort ought to be concentrated on "knocking 

out the German Army in Libya, He would like the Chiefs 

of Staff to consider what could be done by way of a special 

effort to provide reinforcements for our forces in Egypt* 


The War Cabinet:
(a) Approved the terms of the directive to 


the Minister of State and the Commanders
in-Chief in the Middle East, and instructed 

the Secretary to arrange for its despatch, 

and for it to be repeated to the Prime 

Minister: 


(b)' Agreed that the 127 tanks which could 
roach Suez between 1st - 15th July and the 

24 Hurricanes carried in these ships, should 

bo diverted to the Middle East, The Chiefs 

of Staff should arrange for this diversion to 

be effected and should inform the Commanders
in-Chief concerned, 


(c) Invited the Vice Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff to consider what reinforcements 

in anti-aircraft guns should be sent or 

diverted to the Middle E a s W 


Great George Street, S.W.1, 






MOST SEGRfflP 


CIPHER TTCT,T^PAM 

T.O.O. 0750 Slat June 42* 

Reed. 1315 2lst June 42, 


£gOji:- 0,-in-O, Middle East. 


TO:- The War Office* 


MOST IMMEDIATE 


0S/X301 cipher 21st June 


MOST,SECRET 


Personal and most secret for C,I*&,S, from 

General Auchinleck. Cairo 0500 hrs. G.M.T. 21 June. Events 

8 Army front 20 June, 


1* Enemy attacked S.E. face Tobruk perimeter early morning 

after air bombardment and penetrated defences With 60 to 70 

tanks and infantry. Our infantry and tanks counter attacked and 

destroyed some enemy tanks but by evening all our tanks reported 

knocked out and half our guns lost while enemy was said to be 

shelling Pi0.L, dump. At dusk 2 S.A.Dlv. H.Q, reported being 

encircled while infantry on perimeter were still fighting on. 


8o Ritchie states Major General Klopper commanding troops 

in Tobruk last night asked authority fight his way out feeling 

apparently he could not (repeat not) hold out, Ritchie agreed 

and says he hopes to keep open corridor between El Adem and 

Harmat and enable garrison to escape vis Medauuar and 

Knightsbridge to Maddalena. Do hot (repeat not) know how he 

proposes to do this and consider chances success doubtful 

though 7 Armdk Div, with Motorized Bdesi can probably help* 


v
3*  Enemy Goln. 30 tanks with Arty, and E.T, moved East on 

Sidi Azeiz in morning hut did not (repeat not) pursue its 

advance apparently. Small partiei£ enemy Gapuzzo area in front 

of Salum. defended locality, 7 Motor Bde* moved north rapidly as 

possible to harass rear of enemy attacking Tobruk, No details 

but enemy bomhers attacked our troops west of Bir El Guhit 


4ft Ritchie has suhmittsd appreciation gist being that 

owing lack armoured,forces to act as mobile reserve on existence 

of which a scheme of defence is bas^d he doubts his ability to 

hold. Salum Hamra positions and urges withdrawal to Matruh while 

holding frontier as delaying position. His object is to gain 

time to rebuild our armoured force by putting more distance 

between him and enemy* Weakness of argument is that present 

weakness of our armoured force affects ability to hold Matruh 

position to even greater extent than it does Salum position as' 

no defences exist to south of Matruh. Decision affects all 

three services and matter is being urgently examined. Defence 

Committee meets in hours time. 


5b Realise that this sudden and unexpected enemy success at 

Toteik looks like being a major defeat consequences of which will 

be most grave * Naturally I accept full responsibility for this 

lamentable'occurrence. * 






MOST SECRET . 


1209C/21 June, 
prom: G. in C., Mediterranean, Date 21 . 6 ,^2 . 

Reed. 1251 . 

NAVAL CYPHER F BY W/T & T/P. . " 

Addrejssed Admiralty Repeated 0. in C., Eastern Fleet. 


IMMEDIATE 


698. Tobruk haB fallen and situation 


deteriorated So much that there is a possibility of 


heavy air attack on Alexandria in near future and in 


view of-approaching full moon period I am sending all 


eastern fleet units south of canal to await events. 


I hope to get H*M.S, QUEEN ELIZABETH ^ut of dock towards 


end of this week. 


1209C/21, 
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' . ; - MOST SECRET 


MOST. B/MEDIATE. ' 


From:- Middle East 


To:- Governor Malta (R) Chiefs of Staff 


CC/67 21/6 


Following Most Secret and Personal for Governor 

from Middle East Defence Committee, : ' 


In consequence of critical situation.rapidly developing 

on . Libyan front must ask you to despatch forthwith 20 

Spitfires as temporary reinforcement. 


" Aircraft shojsld leave earliest possible when weather 

conditions suitable and must not land west of Matruh. 


- . ' T.-0.0, 0940/21 


CIRCULATION . , 


J
Col. Jacob.  * .' - . 

First Sea Lord- ----- - . 

n T n Q 
n A o ' - - & 





Unparaphrased' Version of a Secret 

Cypher Message not One Time.Table 


:
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- " ' - . " TOO. 1050/21 


'. TOR. 1730/21 


- 1V1 Q S T S E C R. ET 

MOST IIVU.iEDI.JTE 
From:- Mideast 


To:- Air-Ministry Special Signal Office 

. (R) Britman Washington, for Prime Minister 


MS/20 21.6.42, 


Following,Personal and Most Secret for Prime 

Minister from Minister of State, 


You will receive a; telegram' almost at once from 

the Middle East Defence Committee telling youu the grave 
news that Tobruk has virtually fallen, ,ahd that it is 

proposed to fight as strong a delaying action as possible 

on the positions on the Egyptian border in the vicinity 

of Sollum, but that the Commanders-in-Chiof believe that 

the main stand ,cannot be made elsewhere than at'Matruh3 


125 miles east of the Egyptian-Libyan border, for reasons 

that are given in Defence Co/imittee telegram, ' 


On the assumption that you .are still in Washington, 

I hasten to telegraph' to suggest very strongly; to you.that 

the tragic .events of this last week (in the western Desert 

and: as regards the attempts to reprovision Malta) emphasise 

the fact tnaU-tho, forces at our command in this theatre 

are inadequate to enable us to cope with the enemy, 


In,.addition to land and air reinforcements tlriat are 

on their way to us, there are only two directions in which 

we can be reinforced rapidly:

(1) Ey the flight delivery of' heavy bombing aircraft 

from.the Unitod States, and , 


(.2) By the despatch of either British or American-., 

submarines to Gibraltar, 


I need net gc into details at.this moment as to 

how these.two types, of reinforcement would be used,. other : 


than to say that .1 have discussed the matter with tho C-in-G 

Mediterranean and with tho A.OoG-in-C, and that' - such'' rein- \ 

for cements-would be very greatly welcomed as rapidly.as - .... 

possible arid that they woul'd' return1 largo, dividends^ / 


/: ;/ T.0,0, 1050/21 Y 


http://Iivu.iEDI.JTE




CIRCULATION -


Colo Jacob 

First Soa Lord 


1
Go Io Go So.


C  S
o - A o  t 





' Unparaphrased Version of Secret Cypher 

Message.Not One Time Table 
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' .. ' MOST SECRET- . . 


MOST - IMMEDIATE. 

From:- Mideast 


To:--Air Ministry. Special Signal Office. 

'. - Repeated Britman Washington , 


CC/68; , ' . 21.'6. 42 ' 


For Prime Minister;- Most Secret and Personal for Minister1 


of. Defence-and Defence Committee from Middle East Defence 

Committee. - 

" Following is our apreciation and action taken conseauent 

on impending fall of Tobruk.  - ,
t


Para. 1 Situation. . .Tobruk is still fighting but must 

fall soon. . We have hopes-that bulk of stores'there have , 

been, destroyed.. ' Enemy now stronger than we arc in all 

types of troops essential for battle'in open country and is 

well provided with transport. Strength of our troops in 

Western Desert now equivalent to three and two- thirds Inf. 

Divs. weak in Artillery. 3 Armoured Regiments..of which 2 

£ire only partially trained and the third is composition of 

-2 Motor Bdes and some Armoured Car Regiments.' New. Zealand: 

Div. now. beginning to arrive Matruh. - ' Above force-is not' 

suitably composed for campaign of manoeuvre. . This situation 

is offset to some, extent by relatively favourable.-position . 

we have established in the air. - ' . 


1
Para. 2.  Frontier Defences. Frontier position is 

designed for-active defence, with infantry holding defended 

-localities at .Salum and at Hamra and a strong Armoured force ' 

in reserve to strike tho enemy should he attempt to.penetrate 

or outflank the position. Without this armoured^reserve . 

the infantry localities can be isolated and dealt with in 

detail.- . Hence with our present-forces wo cannot,hope to. 

hold this position for long if it is' seriously attacked. 


' '.. Para.. 3. -Rear Positions. East-' of the. Frontier/-Defences 

no natural or artificial obstacles exist on,which'a satisfac- ' 

tory defensive position can be"'based, until the vicinity of ... 

Matruh.;1,:; The: Matruh Fortress - is a small defended' area, ' 

lacking in depth-and-designed to be- hold by an Inf. Div. Tc 

the south of this Fortress is the Sidi Hamra.defensive .area-;!:-. 






which though planned has not yet been developed. Between 
are extensive Minefields not covered by the defended local-
I T I E S C Here again the design was that the gap between 
these defended localities and also the southern flank at 
Ham pa should be covered by an Armoured reserve. Failing 
an adequate reserve for both these tasks the minefields 
between defended localities can be covered by Inf. if these 
are available. Work on defences being pushed forward 
rapidly. 

Para. 4. Water. There is little water between 

Bardia and Matruh and the Bardia pumps have been destroyed, 

This would be delaying factor for the enemy unless he has 

ample water carrying facilities. ' 


Para. 5, Time and Space. By 22nd June enemy main 
forces may be in contact with Frontier defences. Fromthe 
Frontier to Matruh is 120 miles equivalent to distance he 
had already covered to the Frontier. This distance 
should increase his administrative difficulties AND compel 
delay particularly if petrol at Tobruk HAS been destroyed. 
It should enable our Air Forces to take effective 
delaying action, ' Extent of such action will however 
depend on the degree to which we are able to retain use 
of forward landing grounds, 

Para. 6. Air. If we fall BACK TO Matruh enemy comes 
in single engine fighter range O F parts OF the delta 
including fleet base at Alexandria. Scale of air ATTACK 
on Benghazi will BE greatly reduced. Hence we ought TO 
stay forward AS long "as possible,, 

Para. 7. Enemy is likely -to follow up his SUCCESS 
rapidly encouraged by speedy capture OF Tobruk. We 
believe he T H I N K S us weak which will further encourage 
him. He is therefore likely to attack Salum defences, 
AT THE same time pushing his armour and artillery round 
TO secure escarpment in THE GAP between Harnra AND Salum. 
This should have the effect of isolating Salum. 

Para. 8. . Courses open to us. 


- First? to fight the enemy on the frontier 
defences. Without adequate armoured ibrcoc this entails 
risking the loss of all our infantry holding tho -£r-onbiw

position. ' 
- Second course to delay the enemy on 


' . .- .. ' /the frontier 






/enemy on 


the frontier with-forces which are kept fully mobile 

while;withdrawing main body of Eighth Army to the 

Matriih defences. This coupled with delaying action 

by our Air Forces gives us best chance of gaining time 

in which to reorganise and build up-a striking force 

with which to resume the offensive. 


P&ra 9. After a most thorough appreciation by 

the Combined Staffs and the most careful consideration 

by the Defence Committee we have decided on the second 

course in para. 8 above- and orders as follows have 

already been issued. 


(a) Rapid development of the Matruh position 

including the southern portion of it 

with all available means. 


(b) Move of. all installations and stores 

to the east of Matruh. 


(c) Preparation of demolitions in the 

frontier- area. 


(d) Holding of the frontier position as 

long as possible by fully mobile 

forces strong in artillery. Orders 

to these forces will be to impose . 

maximum delay on tho enemy should he 

try to advance eastwards, and to secure 

all forward landing grounds and 

aerodromes west of Matruh for as long 

as possible". 


(e) Maximum delaying action by our Air . 

Forces. 


(f) Occupation of Matruh defences by 

N.Z. Div, and 10 Armd. Div. as 

rallying point for Eighth Army falling 

back. 


' (g) Rapid organisation of strongest possible 

striking force with a view to destroying 

the enemy when he is fully extended 

and as soon as possible. . . 


Para 10*. General implication-of withdrawal to 

Morsa Matruh position as follows. 


\ /Para 11. 






/as follows. 


Para 11. Scald of air attack on main base, in 

delta and on Suez a;nd canal zone considerably increased, 

Daylight bomber attacks with' fighter escorts in 

^Alexandria area become a possibility. Targets which 

enemy may attack and which will require' increased scale 

of air defence are 


(a) Alexandria, Harbour in particular 

- ' IMS Queen Elizabeth which is in our 


only large dock. 


(b) Shipping in the Rod Sea, Suez and the 

canal and between Port Said and 

Alexandria. 


(c) Ports and internal communications. 

Army and RAF base installation; 

aerodromes, etc. 


(d) Larger Egyptian towns. 


Para. 12. Withdrawal of our air bases eastwards 

restricts ability of our air recce and striking forces 

to operate into Central Mediterranean or against 

enemy1s North African ports and to give protection to 

our naval forces and shipping in the same area. 

Implications are as follows 


(a) Impossible now to run a convoy to 

Malta from the East. 


(b) Enemy naval forces have greater 

'freedom of action and can operate 

further into Eastern Mod. 


(c) Enemy can supply North Africa more 

easily. . 


(d) Movement'of single engine fighters 

between Malta and Egypt will be 

restricted and may.become impossible. ; 


. Para 13. Political Effect. Withdrawal may give 

rise to internal difficulties in Egypt and may change 

Turkey*s attitude towards us. 


Para 14. Proximity of. enemy forces to our main 

bases will make.it difficult to release forces to any 

appreciable scale for Northern Front or -other pants of 

-Middle East if threatened. 


T.0.0. 1515Z/21 
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MIBDLE^ST^ The War Cabinet were informed that the Chiefs 
of Staff had considered means of sending reinforcements 

ATPOVAFT of fighter aircraft urgently to the Middle Bast. The 
Reinforcements. quickest and most effective way would be.to borrow for 

the Middle East 42 Spitfires now about to be sent to 

Diversion of Australia in pursuance of the War Cabinet1 s decision to 

Spitfires send three Spitfire squadrons from this country to 

Destined for Australia (W.M.(42) 65th Conclusions,, Minute 1 ) , If 

Australia. this course were taken, the personnel of the three 


squadrons destined for Australia would sail in accordance 

(Previous with plan, and aircraft to take the place of the 42 

References diverted to the Middle East would be despatched 

W.M.(42) 65th subsequently and would arrive in Australia one month 

Conclusions, after the personnels, The aircraft so diverted could 

Minute 1. ) reach the Middle East in about three weeks' time - one 


month ahead of the time by which reinforcements could 

be obtained by any other means. In view of the critical 

situation in the Middle East, the Chiefs of Staff 

considered that the balance of advantage was in favour 

of diverting these aircraft to the Middle East0 They 

therefore suggested that the Australian Government should 

be informed of the position and invited to agree to 

the course proposed, 


MR. BRUCE said that the first reaction of 

the Australian Government was not likely to be favourable. 

Circumstances had changed, however, since the decision 

was taken to send these Spitfire squadrons to Australia; 

and the Australian Government might be ready to accept 

the delay involved if the urgent need for fighter 

reinforcements in the. Middle East were explained to therm, 

It was essential however that they should be given a 

clear picture of our difficulties in the Middle East, and 

of our proposals for dealing with the situation. It 

should also be brought out that the personnel of the 

squadrons would proceed to Australia in accordance with 

plan and an assurance should be given that the aircraft 

would follow one month later0 


The War Cabinets 


Invited the Secretary of State 
for Dominion Affairs to explain 
the position to the Australian 
Government, on the lines suggested, 
and to invite their concurrence 
in the course proposed by the 
Chiefs of S t a f f o 

Great George Street, S W l
s a e
m 
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 The War Cabinet had under consideration a 

 Report by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


 (Do0o(,42) 48) of an inquiry into two questions which 

he had been asked to undertake by the Defence Committee 

at their Meeting on 2nd March (D 00(42) 7th Meeting)o 
u
 

The first point- inquired into by the Secretary 

of State.for Dominion Affairs was 


"Why no repor;fe was rendered by the Middle East 

Command after- the battle in June,,- 1941, to the 

effect that the German tanks were armed with 


M
a gun firing a 4g--pound projectile.


The Dominions Secretary's report stated that 

the Middle East Command had been in no way remiss in 

reporting what came to their knowledge about the German 

5-centimetre gun. He was not satisfied, however, that 

adequate steps had been taken at the time of the 

November, 1941, offensive in Libya to make available 

to the War Cabinet or the Defence Committee this and 

other information available in this country,, 


The following were the main points in discussion' 


(i) Copies of their operational telegrams were sent, 

under a regular procedure, by all three Service 

Departments to the Offices of the War Cabinet 

where a selection of the more important telegrams 

was made for the Prime Minister. Copies of the 

telegrams containing information as to, the 

equipment of enemy units with this gun had been 

sent to the War Cabinet Offices under this 

procedure 


(ii) The reason why this information had not been 

brought to the notice of the War Cabinet gener
ally was almost certainly that the possession of 

the enemy of this gun was not, at the time, 

regarded as a factor of special importance. 


(iii) THE MINISTER OP PRODUCTION confirmed this from 

his experience as Minister of State, in the Middle 

Eastc His recollection was that he had.never 

heard the Commandors-in-Chief in the Middle last 

express the view that the possession of this ena 

was a factor which would prevent our offensive 

in November, 1941, from being successful. ,. 


He thought that the first time that the military 

 - Commanders had pressed strongly to be supplied 

 with the 6-pounder anti-tank gun as an answer to 


the German gun was in December, 1941, after the 

battle of Bid! Rezegh. Previously it had been 

thought that the advantages which,this gun 

possessed would be largely counter-balanced by 


 the speed of our cruiser tanks. - , 






Civ) There was general agreement that, if the 

- attention of the Defence Committee had 

"been Specifically drawn a^ 

the enemy5s possession of this gun, it 

would not have altered the decision taken 

to launch the offensive in*November, 1941 

(In this connection, it was relevant that 

a 


at this date the authorities in this 

country were anxious that General Auchinieck 

should launch his offensive sooner rather 

than later, and that if the latter had 

thought -""hat the existence of this gun was 

a material factor he would have brought it 

to the notice of the War Cabinet. ) 


(v)	 Nevertheless, the view was expressed that 

it was unfortunate that the Ministers on 

the Defence Committee should have been in 

the position in which they were asked to 

take decisions on military issues without, 

having brought to their notice, knowledge 

of this gun which was available -in this 

i;ountry0 


("7'ii) It was accepted that the reason why this 

knowledge was not specifically brought to 

their notice.,- was probably that the 

information was not regarded at that time 

as of special importance,. But it was
agreed that it was incumbent on each of 

the Service E;lnistera. to bring to. the 

notice of the War Cabinet all - L 

relevant factors of general importance with 

a bearing on the conduct of military 

operations, together with an expression of 

theij? judgment on the matter,, it was not 

enough that these matters should be studied 

by the Staffs concerned^ 


(vii) Importance was also attached to Departments 

concerned with defence preparations making 

certain that they were organised so as to 

ensure that any information with regard to 

new methods of warfare or types of equipment 

developed by the enemy were at once studied 

and suitable counter-measures brought into 

action as quickly as possible;. 


The War Cabinet:-


Agreed that the attention of Departments " 

concerned should be drawn to the general 

considerations set out in these Minutes. 






The second part of the Report was concerned vith 

the. defects in the Crusader tanks which had disclosed 

themselves in the b a t t l e s * at Agedabia and Agheila, 

and why these had not been detected earlier. The findings 

on these points were as follows:

(a.) The time taken to rectify the defects in the 
fan-drive assembly (approximately 1 1 months) 
was excessive. 

(b)	 The defects in the engine water pumps and pipes 

were attributable to the extra strain imposed 

by the conditions, of battle in the desert. 


(c)	 Leaks from oil galleries were due to faulty 

workmanship or slovenly assembly, which 

escaped notice during the manufacturer1s 

inspection. 


(d)	 In general, the Crusader tank was pressed into 

production before the pilot model had been 


. adequately tested and before defects had been 

detected and rectified. Large-Scale production 


%
 was achieved only at the cost of mechanical 

reliability and fighting efficiency. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY said that while he . 

accepted the statement of facts set out in the Report, 

he felt that it.did less than justice to Mech. and Aero 

Limited, the parent firm responsible for the manufacture 

of the Crusader tank. Although in this particular tank 

the manufacturers had been responsible for faults of design 

which they should have detected and rectified more quickly, 

the firm had done good work in tank manufacture generally, 

for which they should be given full credit. He agreed 

that the history of the Crusader tank was unfortunate; 

but the lesson to be drawn from this was that, if a tank 

were put into full production before the pilot mo£el had 

been adequately tested, the probable result was, not only 

that mechanical and fighting efficiency would be 

sacrificed in the interests of numbers, but also that 

defects disclosed after production was in full swing could 

never be satisfactorily remedied. The main difficulty 

with this, and with certain other existing types of 

tarikj was that the defects could not be cured without 

fundamental re-designing of the tank as a whole. The 

alterations which had been made were no mare than 

palliatives, and it was not clear even now that all of them 

would be satisfactory. 


In discussion the following points were 

raised 


(a)	 It was suggested that the Director of Tank Design 

should have been able to arrange for the defects 

in the fan-driv^ assembly to be rectified in 

a shorter period than eleven months. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY doubted "whether these 

defects were "capable of a comparatively easy 

remedy" and said that it was not certain"even 

now that the difficulties had been successfully 






overcome,, He agreed that these defects should 

have "been dealt with more quickly; but the blame 

did not rest wholly with the Director of Tank 

Design. In any event, the Minister had confidence 

in the ability of the Director, even though he 


. might have been at fault in this particular matter. 


(b)	 Attention was drawn to the fact that the Ministry 

.of Supply do not carry out any detailed inspection 

of the tanks during manufacture and assembly, this 

being left to the manufacturers. 


THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY considered.that more 

intensive inspection by his Department, even if 

it were practicable,would tend to impede production. 

The best method of detecting defects was to spend 

an adequate time in trials of a pilot model before 

full production was begun. This was the method now 

applied in respect of new models, and he was 

confident that by this means it would be possible 

in future to avoid the type of defect described 

in the Report. 


(c)	 The defects described on page 4 of the Report had 

not been discovered until the trials at Lulworth, 

which took place seven months after the pilot model 

was first sent to the Experimental Establishment at 

Parnborougho Would it not have been possible to 

carry on simultaneously the different types of test 

applied at these two stages, so as to eliminate 

this delay? 


THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY said that this source of delay 

was now being eliminated to a large extent by 

testing the separate components before assembly. 


(d)	 The defects of the earlier tanks had been due mainly 

to the fact that work on the design had been too 

highly specialised and too much sub-divided. The 

notable exception to this rule had been the 

Valentine, the success of which was attributable 

largely to the fact that it had been designed and 

produced by a single firm. 


(e)	 THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY drew the attention of the 

War Cabinet to certain corrections in Appendix II of 

D.0.(42) 48, which are being circulated as, a 

Corrigenda to that paper. 


The "war Cabinet took note of the 

report of the Secretary of State 

for Dominion Affairs, 
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SHIPPING The War Cabinet had before them a Joint Memorandum 

(SITUATION, by the First Lord of the Admiralty and the Minister of 


War Transport. (W.P.(42) 265). 

Previous 

Reference: This Memorandum, after reviewing the prospective 

W.M,(42)80th balance of shipping losses and new building, and the 

Conclusions, measures already taken or projected for increased protection 

Minute 3) * of convoys and intensification of the anti U-boat campaign, 


reached the conclusion that the shipping situation over the 

next 12 months would become critical unless the scale of 

attack on U-boats in the Bay of Biscay could be substant
ially increased. 


THE DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER said, 

that the specific recommendation, made in paragraph 27 of tho 

Memorandum, for the divex^sion of bomber strength from 

Bomber Command to Coastal Command was now being considered 

by a special Committee appointed by the Chiefs of Staff; 

and he suggested that for the present the War Cabinet should 

confine themselves to a preliminary discussion of the 

general appreciation of the shipping position given in the 

Memorandum, 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that during 

the next twelve months the shipping situation would be such 

that our difficulties could not be met only by relying on 

new building - both here and in the U.S.A.-and by such 

reduction of imports as could be secured by reducing 

consumption and running down stocks. The estimates made 

in the first Report of the Shipping Committee (s.C.(42)20) 

were tbxaight by the Admiralty to be somewhat optimistic. 

Unless the rate of sinkings could be reduced, the gap to 

be bridged would be larger than was suggested in that Report. 

Total sinkings this year already amounted to 3^ million tons 

by enemy action; and losses from other causes were running 

at the rate of more than 600,000 tons a.year. In the second 

half of 1942, we might expect that losses in the Western 

Atlantic would be substantially reduced, as a result of the 

progressive introduction of the convoy system off the 

American sea-board; but the weight of the U-boat attack 

would probably be transferred to the Eastern Atlantic, where 

we were now less well-equipped .to resist attack in view of 

the extent to which our escort strength had been reduced by 

the necessity of diverting escort vessels to the American 

coast. It was estimated that by March 1943 the Germans 

would have about 500 U-boats available for service (less 

such losses as might be inflicted on them in the intervening 

period);- of which say .140 would be required for training 

or fitting out. Unless we could inflict heavy losses, the 






enemy might bo able to keep as many as 500 in operation at 

any one time by July 1 9 4 3 . In these circumstances it was 

essential that we should concentrate the masimum effort on 

the destruction of U-boats at sea, 


THE DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER 

suggested that the War Cabinet should consider the situation 

under three heads 


(a) the prospects of the shipbuilding programmes; 


(b) the efficacy of the convoy system; 


(c) the merits of offensive action against U-boats as 

compared with improved defence of merchant vessels. 


The following were the chief points raised in 

discussion:

(i) U.S.A. programmes.	 THE MINISTER OP PRODUCTION 

said that the American programme had been 

revolutionised by the success of new building 

methods involving extensive use of welding and 

-pre-fabrication. As a result the Americans were 

likely to reach their original target of 8 million 

tons dead weight in 1 9 4 2 (cs, say, 5^ million tons 

gross) - or at least to come within -g- million ton? 

of that programme - and in 1 9 4 3 would probably 

reach SO million tons dead weight (=, say, 1 4 

million tons gross). These figures would be 

correspondingly reduced if it became necessary 

to devote the production of one or more ship
yards to the building of escort, vessels - though 

the gain in protective strength resulting from 

an increased number of escort -vessels would of 

course offset this reduction to some extent. 


(ii) Allocation of ships built in U.S.A.	 Increased 

American building would off-set our losses only 

if we could be reasonably sure that we should get 

a substantial share of the new ships built in the 

United States. So far, it had not been possible 

to obtain any definite assurance on this point 

from the U.S, authorities, though Mr, Harry Hopkins 

had said to the Minister of War Transport that we 

co Id rely on our imports being kept up to the 

2 4 million ton level. Our present calculations 
had, however, been based on the assumption that 

American building in 1 9 4 3 would not amount to more' 

than 1 4 million tons (dead weight); and the 

estimate now given by the Minister of Production 

represented a substantial increase on the previous 

estimates. 


(lii) Building methods in this country.	 In this 

connection it was suggested" that shipbuilding 

capacity in this country could have been increased 

if there had been less reluctance to adopt 

novel methods of construction, THE MINISTER OP 

PRODUCTION said that an enquiry was now being made 

into shipbuilding methods in this country by 

Members of his Industrial Panel; and he suggested 

that the War Cabinet should suspend judgment on 

this issue until the report on that enquiry 

had been received.' 






(iv) Cargo Shells.	 THE LORD PRIVY SEAL asked whether 

any help could be found in constructing cargo
shells which could be towed by other vessels. 


THE MINISTER OP WAR TRANSPORT .said that this was 

a very difficult task except in very calm weather, 

and involved considerable risk for the towing 

vessel, Nevertheless, he was asking for the. 

matter to be further investigatedo 


(v) Proportion of faster ships being built.	 Gould 

we obtain relief by the construction of a higher 

proportion of faster ships? 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY gave figures which 

showed that the higher number of voyages which the 

faster vessels could complete in a year was more 

than counter-balanced by the extra amount of space 

occupied in these vessels by bunkers and engine 

room in proportion to cargo space. 


There was also the consideration that the faster 

ships took longer to build. 


9 


THE MINISTER OF WAR TRANSPORT said that, from the 
point of view of military requirements, it was 
necessary to build a considerable proportion of 
fastex^ vessels. The number of ships of 15 knots 
and over now being built had however been increased 
to 28 per cent, of our programmeo It was genv . i" 
agreed that our ship-building programme now 
provided for a sufficient proportion of faster 
vessels. 

( v i )	 Rates of losses sustained by faster vessels. 
Losses of "ships "sailing/at .15-knots or over out 
of convoy had been less in proportion than those 
of slower ships sailing in convoy., It was 
suggested, however, that, if losses in convoys 
equivalent to military operations wero excluded 
from the convoy losses, the balance of advantage 
would not appear to lie so clearly in favour of the 
independent faster sailings. 

(vii) Efficacy of the convoy system.	 THE FIRST LORD OF 
fHiS MmxBdJ/^ r e f e r r e d to the""figures given in 
Table A of the Joint Memorandum^ These showed 
that in the second half of 1941 the losses of 
merchant ships in the North-Western Approaches 
had been very greatly reduced. From about 
December, 1941, however, the position had deter
iorated, owing to the strain on our escorting 

9
forces caused by . S"apau.a -entry toto the war 

and by the Russian convoys. In the result, 

while eight or twelve escorting vessels had 

accompanied convoys in the latter half of 1941, 

this number had had to be reduced to four or six 

vessels. 


(viii) Proportion of unsuccessful jattacks on vessP&s in 

convoy." In answer to a question, THE FIRST-LORD 

OF THE ADMIRALTY said that figures could be 

produced,'if necessary, showing the numbers of 

attacks made by enemy submarines against ships in 

convoy which had been unsuccessful. Such figures 

might not, however, bring out fully the fact that 






enemy submarines showed some reluctance to attack 

vessels in strongly-escorted convoys. 


(ix)	 Convoy arrangements on the Bast Coast of America. 
The War Cabinet were informed that in a short time 
the convoy system on the Eastern American sea
board would extend as far South as Aruba. While 
a certain number of vessels would still have to 
proceed beyond this point, the convoy system North 
of this point should afford good protection and? 

in the opinion of the MINISTER OP WAR TRANSPORT, 
there was reason to expect a sensible improve
ment in the rate of losses sustained. On this 
account he thought that there was no reason at 
this stage to increase the estimate of losses 
in 1942, which had been put at 6^ million tons 
gross. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY, however, thought 
that when account was taken of the anticipated 
increase in the number of enemy submarines which 
would be operating against us, it would not be 
right to JPOOSSOA on any reduction in the scale of 
losses now being sustained. 

al (x) 	Scale of air attack on U-boats while in the Bay 

0 	 of Biscay. Preliminary points only were dealt 


with under .this head. THE FIRST LORD OF THE 

ADMIRALTY said that Une experience of an increased 

scale of air operations against enemy submarines 

over the past few weeks had been very encouraging. 

Attacks on enemy submarines in the Bay of Biscay 

could, he thought, only be carried out effectively 

by aircraft, since it was impossible to keep 

corvettes operating in an area liable to attack 

by enemy land-based aircraft,? 


THE MINISTER OF WAR TRANSPORT said that there was 

reason to believe that the United States, when they 

had introduced their improvements in their convoy 

system in the Western Atlantic, would ask what 

steps we proposed to take to hamper enemy sub
marines operating from bases in the Bay of TMrrr-

(xi)	 Air attacks on yards building Submarines. THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said"that, while the 
Royal A : ' , ? Force were anxious to play their full 
part in doaling with the shipping situation, they 
felt that offensive action was more likely to be 
of value if directed against centres in which 
submarines were built, 84$ of the enemy 
capacity devoted to building submarines was 
within reach of the Air Force throughout the 
year, and 64$ was concentrated in Bremen, KAsl 
and Hamburgc The recent raid on Emden, where 
there was a submarine building yard, had been 
particularly successful. -----

(xil) Need for air protect!onjat convoy dispersal points 

THE MINISTER OF WAR TRANSPORT said "that as soon 

n 


as the United States had established a satisfact
ory convoy system it was certain that the enemy 

would launch a heavy scale of submarine attack 

at the points where convoys converged on* or were 

dispersed from, terminal ports. He considered 

that it was of the utmost importance that 






arrangements should be made for strong aircraft 

protection of these crucial areas. But the mattei' 

would only be effectively dealt witji if it was 

taken up at a high level. We had bought our 

experience in this matter dearly in the last war, 


THE DEPUTY PRIMS MINISTER asked the First Lord of 

the Admiralty and the Minister of War Transport 

to arrange for a draft telegram dealing with this 

point to be prepared, for submission to the Prime 

Minister on his return from the United States,, 


The War Cabinet -


Agreed to defer further consideration of this 
matter until the Report on the operational 
aspects of the shipping situation, prepared 
by the Committee appointed by the Chiefs of 
Staff, wan available0 

Great George Street. S.W*.lo 
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PRIME ' 
MINISTER^1 his 

THE PRIME MINISTER gave the War Cabinet a resume of 
visit to the United States. 

VISIT TO 
UNITED He gave details of the invaluable help which they 
STATES.. were sending to the Middle East. This comprised 500 


Sherman tanks, which were an improvement on the General 

Grant tanks, and 100 self-propelled 105 mm. guns. 

General Auchinleck had expressed his gratification at 

these reinforcements,which should reach Suez by the end 

of August. 


The Americans.had also promised generous help in 

the air, and,all being well, we should have over 

100/Llb-eaaa-toira in the Middle East shortly. The RANGER 

would off-load 62 Kittyhawks of improved performance at 

Takoradi, and these would be in action within a month. 

General Auchinleck had accepted the proposal that an 

American General should be appointed to the Middle East 

to command the United States forces in that area. 


The Air agreement had been settled in a manner 

more favourable to us than had been expected. 


THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet a 

memorandum which he and the President had agreed about 

our strategy in the West for 1942-1943. 


THE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF gave the 

War Cabinet an account of his discussion with the 

Combined Chiefs of Staff and his impressions of certain 

American units which he had visited. 


The first few days had been taken up in clearing 

up certain misunderstandings which had arisen. General 

Marshall was bent on concentrating on the BOLERO plan. 

Other very high quarters in Washington were, however, 

apprehensive that if we concentrated on BOLERO to the 

exclusion of any other projects, either in 1942 or 1943, 

there was a danger that,if BOLERO was'not practicable^ 

large bodies of American troops would be locked up in 

Great Britain and remain indefinitely inactive. 






All were agreed that much would depend on the 
outcome of the campaign in Russia. The numbers of 
American troops which would have arrived in the United 
Kingdom by September would not exceed the strength of 
the forces originally intended for Northern Ireland, 

General Marshall had at first proposed the 

despatch of an American Armoured Division to the Middle 

Bast, Later, he had changed his mind; partly on the 

grounds that this could only be done at the expense jpf 

BOLERO shipping, partly because the Division was slot 

fully trained or completely equipped. 


The alternative proposal, which was ultimately 

adopted, was for 300 Sherman tanks and 100 self propelled 

105 m.m. guns which would be manned by our personnel, 

,-to be sent at once arrving in the Middle East by the end 

of August, Their despatch would not upset the shipping 

programme, 


THE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 
described his visit to certain units. The turnout of 
the American troops was good and the organisation of 
their training excellent, A parachute exercise by 
600 -parachutists, had beeh impressive. Much attention 
was paid to physical training, efficiency tests and 
field firing exercises. 

In conclusion, S i r Alan Brooke said, that he had 
established most satisfactory relations with General 
Marshall. 

Great George Street, S,W. 1* 
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WoMti (42) 83rd CONCLUSIONS, M I N U T E 2, 

Confidential Annex. 


(29th June, 1942, 5.30 p . n i o ) 


THE FIRST LORD OF T H E ADMIRALTY said that Admiral 
PRANCEo 

Harwood had discussed with Admiral Godfroy the 


Relations with position in regard to the French ships at Alexandria. 
the Vichy Admiral Godfroy had stated that his instructions from 
Government. the Vichy Government were that he was not to let his 

ships fall into any foreign hands . He would not 
The French agree to scuttle his ships before the German forces 
Fleet at arrived, as there was a chance that the Germans might 
Alexandria. 
 allow him to return to Franceo Admiral Harwood 

thought the best course would be to allow Admiral 
(Previous Godfroy to sail his ships to Bizerta if he would 
Reference'. 
 agree to certain conditions designed to secure that 
W,MC(42 ) 63 rd 
 the ships would not fall into the hands of the 
Conclusions, 
 Germans. 
Minute 2 .) 


The First Lord of the Admiralty suggested two 

other alternatives . The first was that we should 

persuade Admiral Godfroy to sail the ships to 

Jibuti. The second, was whether, if evidence could, 

be adduced that Admiral Godfroy had been sending 

information contrary to the terms of the 

agreement^, we should be justified in taking 

forcible steps to ensure the destruction of the ships. 


The War Cabinet were reminded that an agreement
had been concluded between Admiral Cunningham and 

Admiral Godfroy, and later on between Admiral Harwood 

and Admiral Godfroy. The agreement was personal, 

and not in inter-Governmental form. The main question 

for decision was whether we could compel Admiral 

Godfroy to move his vessels from Alexandria without 

a breach of the agreement. 


It was pointed out that a direct threat against 

Alexandria had. not been foreseen when the agreement
had been signed..- It was felt that we should'be 

justified in taking the view that if Admiral Godfroy 

refused to sail his ships from Alexandria if and when 

we. were compelled to evacuate the port, he would be 

committing an act hostile to us and thus infringing . 

the agreements Indeed, since action could, not be 

left until the last moment, he would be committing an 

act hostile to us if he refused to leave Alexandria 

in advance of the danger developing. The spirit of 

the agreement required, that if he left Alexandria 

he should go to another port under British control 






The War Cabinet were informed that Admiral Harwood 
had advised against, $he ships.being moved through the 
Suez Canal, presumably on security grounds. In view 
of the objections to other destinations, however, the right 
course was that the ships should be sailed through the 
Canal, provided that this was done quickly. 

We could use our Control of fuel to retain full 
control over the vessels' movements^ If Admiral Godfroy 
refused to sail his ships from Alexandria^ if and when enemy occupation of Alexandria became imminent, we should 
destroy has snips. 


The War Cabinet invited the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs and the First Lord of the Admiralty 

to concert instructions to the Commander-in-*Chief, 

Mediterranean, in the sense of the above discussion. 


,/The text of the instructions actually sent 

(0205/30 June) was as follows:-


His Majesty's Government have" decided that 

you should invite Admiral Godfroy at once 

to remove his ships from Alexandria through 

the Canal, Ultimate destination not yet 

settled, but it would be a British port, 


-	 You should arrange for fuel to be given by 

stages so that you retain control over 

vessels1 movements. 

You should intimate to Admiral Godfroy that 

to insist on staying in Alexandria and 

thereby to risk his ships falling into enemy 

hands would be a hostile act, and that we 

should therefore consider the agreement at 

an end. 


If Admiral Godfroy refuses Ho go we should 

be conpelled, if and when enengr occupation 

of Alexandria becomes imminent, to destroy 

his ships, and a hint should be given him 

that we should be forced to take this course^/ 
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